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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Within the WebSand project, a considerable amount of techniques have been
developed to defend Web applications against Web based attacks. Due to
the scope of the project, the main focus of WebSand’s contributions were on:

• Defensive scenarios that protect the Web application against attacks
from the “outside", i.e., from third party attackers that abuse the Web
application’s interfaces or front-ends to gain unjust advantage.

• Measures are server-driven, i.e., that can be deployed by the server-side
application via outgoing HTTP traffic and required no or only minor
client-side modifications.

Furthermore, all technical WebSand contributions were designed with
the background of an existing server-side support framework – the WebSand
framework – which guarantees certain bottom-line security properties, such
as authentication or session management.

However, a considerable amount of valuable insights and advances gained
during the project’s lifetime do not fit exactly into the focussed scope of the
server-driven WebSand framework. Such potential contributions include

• Vulnerability class evaluation: One of WebSand’s ongoing con-
tributions over the run of the project is the discovery of previously
unknown security problems of the Web application paradigm. Hence,
it is worthwhile to evaluate selected vulnerability classes in depth and
explore potential mitigation strategies.

• Client-side protection: WebSand’s main focus is on the server-side.
However, many of the developed concepts and insights can be trans-
ferred to the client (i.e., the Web browser) in order to provide security
protection and attack mitigation for the Web’s end-users, for scenarios,
in which the server-side application fails to provide appropiate protec-
tion.

• Standalone server-side protection: For many of WebSand’s tech-
nical building blocks, the full power of the framework is a result of
the combined, integrated usage of the complete framework. However,
selected technologies could also be used in isolation, to provide a sub-
set of the targeted security properties, without requiring the implicit
overhead of the integrated framework.
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1.2 This deliverable
This deliverable presents how selected WebSand technologies can be used in-
dependently of the WebSand framework for vulnerability assessment and/or
mitigation (either on the server or client-side). This way, it is demonstrated,
how the technical WebSand contributions can be leveraged even in cases in
which using the full scale WebSand framework is out of scope. This way, se-
lected technical WebSand contributions will be evaluated in respect to their
applicability outside of the integrated WebSand framework. This is done, to
lower the barrier for adopting WebSand contributions without the effort to
deploy the full integrated framework.

More precisely, the deliverable presents four distinct chapters, each ad-
dressing one or more of the outline deliverable objectives:

1. A standalone server-side protection against LikeJacking attacks. The
designed protection mechanism builds on both WebSand’s general Anti-
ClickJacking measures as well as on insight gained in WebSand’s WP4,
in respect to controlling JavaScript execution in untrusted contexts (see
Part I).

2. A Vulnerability class evaluation on Web application scenarios that ex-
pose the insecure mixing of HTTP and HTTPS content: Using the
WebSand knowledge base, a large-scale study on mixed-content Web
sites has been conducted. We report on the outcome of the study and
propose matching mitigation strategies [31] (see Part II).

3. Based on a Vulnerability class evaluation, which is in detailed deliv-
ered in the companion publication [82], we present a client-side pro-
tection measure against DOM-based XSS. As we have shown in [82],
approximately 10% of the Alexa Top 5000 Web sites carry at least one
DOMXSS vulnerabilities. To address this problem, a robust client-
side protection mechanism against DOM-based Cross-site Scripting has
been designed and implemented. Using precise information flow track-
ing within the browser, all flows from attacker controlled sources into
security sensitive sinks can be observed and in attack scenarios stopped
(see Part III).

4. Finally, we present a standalone server-side protection against Phishing
attacks, which uses HTML5-driven local state in the end-user’s browser
for two-factor authentication. The underlying mechanism is a variant
of WebSand WP2’s BetterAuth authentication
scheme [71] (see Part IV).
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Part I

LikeJacking Protection
2 Introduction
The days, in which a single application provider provided the code, as well
as, the content of a single Web application are long gone Nowadays, mixing
services by multiple parties in the context of a single Web document is the
norm and not any longer the exception [106]. A major driving force of this
development are seamless sharing widgets, such as like buttons provided by
social networks such as Facebook or Google Plus. These widgets allow one-
click interaction with the network without leaving the context of the page
which hosts the widget. Potential uses for such widgets are not reduced
to social sharing but are increasingly adopted by unrelated services. For
instance, the micropayment service Flattr offers similar widgets1 to initiate
payments directed to the widget’s hosting page.

While significantly lowering the barrier to interact with the widget provider’s
services, such widget also open the door for abuse: In the recent past,
a variant of the ClickJacking [18, 54, 66] attack, aptly named LikeJacking,
appears in the wild repeatedly [102, 133] and has received considerable at-
tention [66, 150]. As we will discuss in Section 4.1, preventing LikeJacking
attacks is non-trivial and, unlike the X-Frames-Option-header [98] in the
case of general ClickJacking, no browser-based security measure exist, which
could be leveraged.

Up to now, there is no reliable countermeasure against LikeJacking avail-
able, forcing service operators either to expose their users to the risk or to
break the widget’s seamless interaction model [150]. For this reason, in this
chapter, we investigate a protection approach that is specifically targeted at
LikeJacking attacks, to mitigate this currently unsolved security problem.

Contributions: In this chapter, we make the following contributions:

• We propose a novel LikeJacking protection mechanism that relies only
on JavaScript capabilities already present in today’s Web browsers, and
hence, can be adopted immediately. The proposed protection mecha-
nism is based on JavaScript-based checking of visibility conditions (see
Sec. 5) and a secure communication protocol between the protection
script and the embedded widget (see Sec. 6).

1Flattr tools: http://developers.flattr.net/tools/
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• Furthermore, we present a methodology to reliably check the integrity
of an existing DOM tree instance and the corresponding DOM APIs
(see Sec. 7). This methodology effectively enables a JavaScript to val-
idate its embedding DOM, even in the context of untrusted Web doc-
uments. Furthermore, we document how this technique can be im-
plemented in a cross-browser fashion and document that the process
performs well even for large DOM tree structures (see Sec. 8.3).

• Finally, as part of the protection measure’s evaluation, we report on a
practical study, which examines how popular Web sites handle social
sharing widgets in respect to visibility properties (see Sec. 8.3).

3 Technical Background

3.1 Social Sharing Widgets
In the beginning of the Web, the content of a single HTML document was
static and originated from exactly one source: the hosting server. This fact
has changed very soon during the evolution of the Web. Nowadays Web sites
are very dynamic and include a multitude of services from many different
third parties [106]. Due to the Same-Origin Policy, however, interaction and
integration of such third party services is not straightforward. The technical
methods of choice, for this purpose are script includes and iframe elements,
which are nowadays omnipresent in the Web [80]. Nevertheless, when visiting
a Web site, a non-technical user is not really able to recognize all the iframe
elements as many Web sites use this technology to seamlessly integrate third
part content. Thereby, CSS style declarations are used to style the iframe
elements in a way that the content of the iframe appeals to be part of the em-
bedding page. Besides advertisement, this technique is increasingly used to
provide seamless interaction capabilities between different Web applications.
One such integration feature that received special attention lately are Social
Sharing widgets. These widgets can be used to share arbitrary content with
your friends on your favorite social networks. Thereby, the social network
provides the sharing functionality in the form of a very simple Web page that
can be embedded via an iframe into the page, which likes to offer sharing
functionality to its users. As the social network’s cookies are attached to
all requests initiated by and within the iframe, the iframes UI controls and
scripts are able to act in the name of the user towards the social network.

One important requirement for such a scenario is that the user is encour-
aged to use the widget as both, the social network and the embedding page,
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have an interest in the user’s social interaction. Therefore, the functionality
should be as easy as possible and ultimately only consist of one single click.

3.2 Click- and LikeJacking
The underlying security problem of Clickjacking was first discovered by Ru-
derman in 2002 [126]. In the Mozilla bug tracking system he noted that
transparent iframes can lead to security problems. However, it took another
6 years until the term Clickjacking was coined by Hansen and Grossman [54].

The term ClickJacking denotes a class of attacks, that aim to trick users
into interacting with cross-domain Web UIs without their knowledge. In
general, ClickJacking utilizes iframes which are hidden to the user, using
varying techniques. Instead the user is presented a completely different UI
which is positioned by the attacker either over or under the iframe. Hence,
when attempting to interact with the attacker’s fake UI, the user is actually
clicking elements in the hidden iframe. In particular, the following attack
implementations have been discussed and demonstrated:

Hiding the iframe via CSS: Several CSS properties, such as opacity or
mask can be used to render the target iframe completely transparent.
This allows it to position the attacker’s crafted GUI below the iframe.
When the user tries to click the fake elements, his click is received by
the overlaying iframe.

Obstructing the iframe with overlaying elements: Alternatively to a
transparent iframe and underlying fake GUI, also the opposite scenario
is possible: The adversary can also place his GUI elements on top
of the iframe, thus, completely or partially obstructing it. In such
situation, he could either cover everything but the button, that he
wants the victim to click, or he could cover it completely and set the
overlay’s pointer-events-property to none. This would cause that the
clicks received by the overlay are seamlessly passed on to the underlying
DOM elements, i.e., the target iframe.

Moving the iframe under the mouse pointer: Finally, the attacker could
render the iframe outside of the screen’s visible regions. Then, when
he anticipates a click from the user, e.g., in the context of a game, he
can quickly position the iframe under the user’s mouse.

LikeJacking is a variant of ClickJacking that targets social sharing wid-
gets. As we will discuss in Section 4.1, LikeJacking requires special attention
because the currently available countermeasures cannot be used to mitigate
LikeJacking attacks.

FP7-ICT-2009-5
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3.3 Countermeasures
One of the first server-side countermeasures against Clickjacking was frame
busting. The goal of frame busting is to forbid an untrusted site to frame
a security sensitive Web page. This can be achieved by including a small
snippet of JavaScript into the security sensitive page. The script checks
wether the page is framed and if so it redirects the top browser window away
from the untrusted site towards the security sensitive site effectively busting
out of the frame. As shown by Rydstedt et al. [127] many problems exist with
practical implementations that allow an attacker to circumvent the protective
measures. Furthermore, the X-Frame-Options response header also follows
the idea of forbidding framing to third-party Web sites [98]. The mechanism
is not implemented in JavaScript, but browser itself prevents the untrusted
frameing.

4 LikeJacking protection via visibility proofs

4.1 Problem statement
As discussed above, all currently available ClickJacking countermeasures re-
quire a pre-existing trust relationship between the widget and the including
domain. On the most basic and best-supported level, this trust relationship
is limited to the widget’s ’own’ domain, using the X-Frame-Option header’s
same-origin directive. In the foreseeable future, as soon as the header’s
Allow-from option receives wider support, the widget can define a whitelist
of domains that are permitted to include the widget’s hosting frame.

However, in situations, in which a widget is designed to be included in ar-
bitrary domains, as it is the case with social sharing widgets, the whitelisting
approach does not work anymore. As it stands today, the widget is at the
mercy of the including page: It has to allow being framed generally and has
only very limited means to obtain information on the actual framing context
via its referrer information, which is known to be unreliable [22,72].

In [66] Huang et al. propose a browser provided mechanism to ensure
that visibility conditions of specified Web UI elements are ensured. Huang’s
core technique is currently under standardization by the W3C as a poten-
tial extension of the Content Security Policy (CSP) mechanism [92]. If this
technique would receive broad browser support in the future, it could be
used as a suiting mitigation strategy. Unfortunately, it is unknown if, when,
and to which degree the technique will actually be implemented in the Web
browsers. Similar techniques, which are discussed now for years, still have
no broad browser support. For instance, the highly useful Allow-from di-
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rective for the X-Frame-Options-header, is still not fully supported by all
browser, and up to now, there is no definite commitment that Internet Ex-
plorer will implement CSP. Hence, it is reasonable to assume, that native
browser supported security measures will take a considerable time.

Thus, for the time being, browser-provided means do not offer the needed
flexibility and security properties for the outlined Web widget use-cases.
However, as motivated in the beginning of this chapter, LikeJacking is a
real threat today. For this reason, we investigated a solution that can be
built with the means that Web browser offer today. In the remainder of this
chapter we propose a solution that satisfies the following criteria:

Visibility proof: The Web widget receives reliable validation that its UI
was visible to the user during the user’s interaction with the widget.

Legacy browser compatibility: The aim of the proposed technology is to
provide protection today that is compatible with at least a significant
majority of the currently deployed Web browsers. Thus, relying on
future browser features is out of scope for this chapter.

Tamper resistance: Even under the assumption, that the widget is in-
cluded in an actively malicious page, the protection and validation
mechanism should either hold, or in unrecoverable cases, reliably de-
tect potentially malicious situation, so that the widget can react ac-
cordingly.

No disruption: In case of legitimate usage of the widget, the hosting page
should remain as unaffected as possible.

Based on these requirements, several implementation characteristics can
be deducted immediately: For one, it follows directly from the legacy browser
compatibility requirement that the measure will rely on JavaScript to enforce
the desired properties. Furthermore, as the visibility of the widget is governed
by the hosting document, the solutions script will have be executed, at least
partially, in the context of this page. Finally, based on these implications,
the solution has to anticipate potential JavaScript-driven attacks from the
hosting page, to fulfill the tamper resistance goals.

4.2 The Big Picture
In this section, we give a high level overview on our protection measure. The
emphasis is on its general functionality, without going into deep technical
detail.
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<iframe++
src="widget+source">+

<script>++
[visiCheck.js]+
</script>+ Visibility+result+

VisiCheck+request+

<div+id="posiCon+guard">+

Widget+provider+

Figure 1: Overview of the protection system

The core of our mechanism is a JavaScript library that is included in the
hosting Web document (see Fig. 1). The script ensures that the widget’s
predefined visibility conditions are met. This is done through the utilization
of DOM APIs, which provide access to the widget’s rendering conditions,
such as position, size or CSS properties. The specifics of this process are
discussed in Section 5.

The widget itself is included in the hosting page using a standard iframe-
element. However, all user interaction of the widget is disabled until it has
been verified that the frame is clearly visible to the user.

If the JavaScript library can verify, that the visibility requirements are
indeed met, the script signals the widget, that it is safe to enable user inter-
action (see Sec. 6). From this point on, clicks received by widget are handled
seamlessly. To prevent a malicious site to alter the widget’s rendering after
the initial visibility check, the validation is repeated in a randomized pattern.
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4.3 Security Considerations and Resulting Technical
Challenges

Our system relies on running a script in the scope of a Web document that
is controlled by an untrusted third party. We do not have control over when
or how our JavaScript is included in the page. Thus, a potentially malicious
party has the opportunity to apply changes to the DOM’s global object
and the corresponding DOM APIs, for instance via wrapping the APIs or
creating new DOM properties, that shadow the native implementations (see
Sec 7.2). Hence, under the assumption, that the integrating party (from now
on “the attacker") is actively malicious, the resulting technical challenges are
as follows:

(C1) No reliance on the elements in the global JavaScript scope:
We cannot control, when our script is included. Hence, we do not
know which state changes to the global scope have been conducted by
the attacker.

(C1) No assumptions about the integrity of global DOM objects
and methods: Due to JavaScript’s highly dynamic characteristics,
the attacker can overwrite all global properties, functions, and ob-
jects within the scope of the Web document, with only few notable
exceptions, such as the location DOM object. For this reason, our
mechanism cannot make any assumptions regarding the state or be-
havior of these objects. Instead, it has to ensure their integrity before
any interaction in initiated.

(C1) Careful handling of confidential data: All JavaScript in a Web
document is executed in a shared global space. This means that all un-
scoped objects, functions, and values can be accessed by any JavaScript
running in the context of the document. In case data values exist that
have to be kept secret from the attacker, precautions have to be taken
to avoid information leakage.

In Section 7, we discuss how our solution ensures the integrity of the
required DOM APIs as well as how sensitive information are kept out of the
attacker’s reach.

4.4 A Defensive UI Interaction Strategy to Prevent
LikeJacking

Based on the reasoning above, we now define our proposed UI interaction
strategy for Web widgets:
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The widget allows seamless user interaction only when the following con-
ditions are satisfied:

1. The predefined visibility conditions have been successfully checked.

2. The integrity of the required DOM APIs, which are needed to execute
the visibility check, has been verified.

3. Both condition above have to be fulfilled for at least a pre-defined times-
pan before the actual user interaction happens (e.g., 500 ms), to avoid
quick property changes through the adversary immediately before the
user interaction.

If one of these conditions has not been met, the widget either prevents user
interaction or executes a secondary verification step through safe UI, such as
confirmation pop-ups, Captchas, or similar measures.

In certain situations, the hosting page has legitimate reasons to tem-
porarily violate the visibility conditions. For instance the widget could be
contained in an initially hidden portion of the site, which is only visible after
explicit user interaction, e.g., via hovering the mouse over a menu. For such
cases, the protection mechanism provides an API to signal the widget, that
its visibility condition has changed. This allows the protection script to re-
execute the checking algorithm and, in case of a positive result, re-enabling
direct user interaction.

5 Verifying of Visibility Conditions
In general there are four different conditions, that could lead to a DOM ele-
ment not being visible to the user: Either CSS properties have been set, that
cause the element to be invisible, obstruction DOM elements are rendered
in front of the element, the element’s rendering dimensions are reduced to
a nearly invisible size, or the element’s position is outside the current view-
port’s boundaries.

In the following sections, we discuss how these conditions can be reliably
detected.

5.1 CSS-based Visibility Prevention
Several CSS properties exist, that influence the visibility of DOM elements.
See Table 1 for a comprehensive overview. For each of the properties, unam-
biguous visibility conditions can be defined, for instance, the condition that
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CSS Property Check condition Appl. elements Method
visibility value element only getComputedStyle()
display value DOM chain getComputedStyle()
mask value DOM chain getComputedStyle()
opacity threshold DOM chain getComputedStyle()
positiona value offset chain DOM properties
dimensiona minimum DOM chain DOM properties

a: Values influenced by CSS and DOM position, calculated via DOM properties

Table 1: Relevant DOM and CSS properties (excluding vendor prefixed vari-
ants)

an element’s opacity value has to be above a certain threshold. Checking
these properties via JavaScript is possible via the window. getComputedStyle()
API, which computes an element’s final CSS property values that result after
applying all matching CSS rules. While some properties are inherited directly
(in our case mainly the visibility property), most properties have to be
checked both for the element itself as well as for its direct DOM ancestor
chain. With the exception of opacity, all checked CSS values are absolute,
i.e., the element’s visibility is determined through a set of enumerable op-
tions. For instance in the case of the visibility property, the possible values
are visible, hidden, or collapse. As an exception, the opacity property
value is a composite property, that has to be calculated via multiplying the
individual opacity values present in the element’s DOM ancestor chain. If
a diversion of the predefined condition for one of theseCSS properties could
be identified, a potential attack is flagged and communicated to the widget.

5.2 Obstructing Overlays
CSS allows the positioning of DOM elements both in a relative and an ab-
solute fashion. This permits Web developers to create overlays in which one
DOM element is rendered on top other elements. This allows the adversary
to (partially) obstructed the widget with opaque overlays. Furthermore,
through setting the overlay’s pointer-events CSS property to none, the
overlay will pass all received user interaction to the underlying element, i.e.,
to the widget. This effectively enables a ClickJacking condition which leaves
the widget’s own CSS properties untouched.

To detect such situations, all intersecting DOM elements have to be iden-
tified. To do so, the checking algorithm iterates over the embedding DOM
tree’s nodes and calculates the nodes’ position and dimensions. For all (par-
tially) overlapping elements, the pointer-event CSS property is obtained.
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If overlapping elements with disabled pointer-events could be found, a po-
tential attack is flagged. Likewise, in the case where significant portions of
the widget are obstructed by standard elements. At the first glance, this
process exposes potential for a performance issue. However, due to the ef-
ficient DOM implementations of today’s browsers, this process scales very
well even for non-trivial DOM trees with more than several thousand nodes
(see Sec. 8.3 for details).

5.3 Element Size and Position
Side effects of the DOM rendering process can also influence an element’s
visibility: For one, the rendered dimensions of an element are of relevance.
E.g., through setting both the rendering height and width to zero the element
can effectively be hidden. To avoid such conditions, the widget can define
minimum value for width and height. To ensure, that the desired minimum
dimensions are met, the effective size of an element has to be computed.
An elements size depends on two factors: The element’s own dimensions,
determined through the DOM properties offsetWidth and offsetHeight,
and the dimensions of its DOM ancestors, under the condition, that on of
these ancestors has set its overflow CSS property to hidden. Thus, via
walking through the widgets DOM ancestor chain, its effective size can be
obtained.

Furthermore, the position of an element can be outside of the currently
displayed viewport, hence, effectively hiding it from the user. In general, such
a situation is not necessarily an indication that the page actively attempts
to conceal the element. As most pages are bigger than the available screen
estate, parts of the Web page are rendered legitimately outside of the current
viewport. This especially holds true for page height, i.e., page regions below
the currently viewed content. Hence, we have to take further measures to
tell apart benign from malicious situations.

5.4 Position Guarding
As outlined in Sec. 3.2, one of the ClickJacking variants moves the click tar-
get quickly under the victims mouse pointer, just before a click is about to
happen. With visibility checks at isolated, discrete points in time, this at-
tack variant is hard to detect reliably. Hence, for position-changing based
attack scenarios, we utilize an additional indicator: After the other visibility
verification steps have concluded correctly, the script injects an absolutely
positioned, transparent DOM overlay of it own, completely covering the wid-
get as well as a small area surrounding it (see Fig. 1).
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The overlay has the purpose to register intended interaction with the wid-
get beforehand. This is achieved with a mouse-over event handler. When-
ever the user targets the widget with his mouse pointer, he automatically
enters the protection overlay. This causes the execution of the overlay’s even-
thandler. The eventhandler now conducts three steps: First, based on the
received mouse event, it verifies that its own position within the DOM lay-
out has not changed. Then it checks that the widget’s visibility and position
have not been tampered with. If these two tests terminated positively, the
overlay temporarily disable its pointer-events, to allow interaction with
the widget. Furthermore, the exact time of this event is recorded for the
final verification step (see Sec. 6.3).

6 Trusted Communication Between the Pro-
tection Script and the Widget

As motivated in Section 4.4, initially the widget disables all direct user in-
teraction, until the visibility verification script in the hosting page sends the
signal, that all required conditions have been met. In this section, we outline
this communication channel’s implementation. As the protection script runs
in an untrusted context, specific measures have to be taken to ensure mes-
sage integrity and authenticity. For this purpose, we rely on two language
features of JavaScript: The PostMessage-API and local variable scoping.

6.1 PostMessage
The PostMessage API is a mechanism through which two browser documents
are capable of communicating across domain boundaries in a secure man-
ner [147]. A PostMessage can be sent by calling the method postMessage(message,
targetOrigin) of the document object that is supposed to receive the mes-
sage. While the message attribute takes a string message, the targetOrigin
represents the origin of the receiving document.

In order to receive such a message, the receiving page has to register an
event handler function for the “message” event which is triggered whenever a
PostMessage arrives. Particularly interesting for our protection mechanism
are the security guarantees offered by this API:

1. Confidentiality: The browser guarantees that a PostMessage is only de-
livered to the intended recipient, if the targetOrigin specified during
the method call matches the recipient window’s origin. If confidentiality
is not required, the sender may specify a wildcard (*) as targetOrigin.
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2. Authenticity: When receiving a message via the event handler function,
the browser additionally passes some metadata to the receiving page.
This data includes the origin of the sender. Hence, the PostMessage
API can be used to verify the authenticity of the sending page.

Effectively, this implies that whenever a widget receives a PostMessage
from it’s embedding page, it is able to obtain reliable information about its
embedding context.

6.2 Information Hiding via Closure Scoping
In general, the protection scripts runs in the origin of the adversary’s page.
Hence, according to the JavaScript’s Same-origin Policy, his scripts have
unmitigated access to the shared global object space. Thus, all potentially
secret information, such as shared secrets between the protection script and
the widget have to kept out of reach for the adversary’s code. As Crockford
has documented [37], this can be done with JavaScripts closure scoping. All
information stored in closures, such as the VisiCon object in Lst. 1, are not
accessible from the outside. Furthermore, as the encapsulating anonymous
function leaves no reference in the global scope, its source code cannot be
accessed via toString() and, hence, the secret value is effectively kept out
of reach for the adversary.

Listing 1: Anonymous function creating a closure scoped shared secret
1 // Anonymous function without reference in the global object
2 ( function (){
3 // Constructor for the checker object
4 var VisiCon = function (s){
5 var secret = s; // not visible outside of the object
6 [...]
7 }
8 // Store the secret upon initialization in the closure
9 window . VisiChecker = new VisiCon ([[... shared secret ...]]) ;
10 ...
11 })();

6.3 Resulting Communication Protocol
The protection script is implemented in the form of an anonymous function
as depicted above (see Lst. 1). Encapsulated in this function is a secret value,
which was provided by the script’s host and is shared with the widget. This
value will be used to prove the script’s authenticity to the widget (see Fig. 1).
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Upon initialization, the protection script retrieves the widget’s iFrame
element from the DOM and conducts the visibility verification process. After
successful completion of visibility (see Sec. 5) and DOM integrity (see Sec. 7)
checks, the script sends a postMessage to the widget with the signal, that
it is safe to enable user interaction. Included in this message is the shared
secret, to proof the messages authenticity. This approach is secure, as the
PostMessage-API guarantees that only scripts running in the widget’s origin
can read the message and the shared secret is kept in a closure with no
connection to the global object.

From this point on, the protection script re-executes the visibility and
integrity checking process at randomized times, to detect if the widget’s vis-
ibility or position have been actively tampered with after the initial positive
validation.

Finally, a concluding PostMessage handshake is conducted when the wid-
get receives actual user interaction, e.g., through clicking: Before acting on
the click, the widget queries the protection script, to ensure that the visibil-
ity and integrity properties have not been violated in the meantime. As the
widget’s position guard (see Sec. 5.4) must have been triggered right before
the interaction with the widget occurred, this information is fresh and reli-
able. In case the guard has not been triggered, this is a clear indication that
the widget has been moved since the last periodic check, which in turn is a
clear sign of potentially malicious actions. Only in case that the guard has
been triggered and the visibility conditions are intact, the protection script
answers the widget’s enquiry. In turn, the widget only directly acts on the
click, if this answer was received.

7 Validating DOM Integrity

7.1 Redefinition of Existing Properties and APIs
JavaScript is a highly dynamic language, which allows the redefinition of
already existing elements and methods. This can be done in two fashions: For
one an element can be redefined through direct assignment. Alternatively,
Object. defineProperty can be utilized to change properties of existing
objects. The latter method cannot only redefine the behavior of methods,
but also of object properties, through the definition of the internal [[Get]],
[[Set]], and [[Value]] properties. In addition, setting its internal property
[[Configurable]] to false prevents deletion and further changes.
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Name Type Checking scope
getComputedStyle DOM method window
getElementById, getElementsByTagName DOM method document
defineProperty DOM method all DOM nodes1

addEventListener DOM method window & position guard
contentDocument, postMessage DOM property widget iframe
parentNode, offsetParent DOM property all DOM nodes
offsetLeft, offsetTop DOM property all DOM nodes
offsetHeight, offsetWidth DOM property all DOM nodes

1
∶ Google Chrome only

Table 2: List of required DOM APIs and properties

7.2 Resulting Potential DOM Integrity Attacks
Redefinition of existing methods and properties is not restricted to objects
that have been created through script code. Also the Web browser’s native
APIs and objects can be changed this way. It is possible to overwrite global
APIs, such as alert(), with custom functions. It has been shown in the
past, how this technique can be used to detect [19] and mitigate [55,86,113]
XSS attacks.

However, in our case, the adversary could potentially use this technique to
obfuscate LikeJacking attempts. As discussed in Sections 5 and 6 our system
relies on several native DOM APIs, such as window.getComputedStyle()
and properties of DOM elements, such as parent or offsetWidth. Through
redefining these DOM properties to return false information, the attacker
can effectively undermine the visibility check’s correctness.

Challenge: Validating DOM Integrity. To ensure the correctness of the
visibility checking algorithm, we have to conduct two steps: For one, we need
to compile a complete list of all native APIs and DOM properties which are
used by the process, including the applicable checking scope (see Table 2).
Secondly, for each element of this list, a reliable methodology has to be deter-
mined, which validates that the method or property has not been redefined
by the adversary.

7.3 Built-in Objects and the Semantics of the delete
Operator

To handle potential DOM tampering attacks, JavaScript’s delete operator
plays a central role. In [86] Magazinius et al. noted, that redefined DOM
APIs revert back to their original state if they are deleted. The reason for
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this lies in the method how native DOM elements and APIs are exposed to
the JavaScript: The actual implementation of these properties are within
the built-in host objects, which are immutable. These built-ins serve as
the prototype-objects for the native DOM objects, such as window, Object,
or document. The DOM-space instances of these objects merely provide
references to the native implementations. The delete operator removes a
property from an object. If this operation succeeds, it removes the property
from the object entirely. However, if a property with the same name exists
on the object’s prototype chain, the object will inherit that property from
the prototype, which in the case of host objects is immutable [104]. Thus,
redefining native DOM APIs creates a new property in the native object’s
current DOM-space instance, which effectively shadows the native prototype.
Through deletion of this shadowing property, the prototype’s implementa-
tion reappears (please refer to [160] for further information on this topic).
However, deleting properties is potentially destructive. It is known that re-
definition or wrapping of native API can be used for legitimate reasons, e.g.,
to provide the developer with enhanced capabilities. Thus, whenever pos-
sible, our mechanism attempts to detect but not to undo changes to the
essential APIs and properties (see Sec. 7.4). If such changes could be de-
tected, the mechanism concludes that the DOM integrity can’t be validated
and instructs the widget to disable seamless interaction (according to the
strategy defined in Sec. 4.4).

Listing 2: Tamper checking DOM APIs (simplified sketch)
1 // Keep a copy for reference
2 var copy = window . getComputedStyle ;
3
4 // deletion of unchanged host APIs always returns ’true ’
5 if ( delete window . getComputedStyle ){
6 // Check if the function has changed
7 if ( window . getComputedStyle == copy)
8 [... all is ok ...]
9 else
10 error (" tampered !");
11 } else { // delete failed
12 // Redefined property with [[ Configurable ]] set to ’false ’
13 error (" tampered !");
14 }
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7.4 Integrity of Native DOM APIs
As explained above, native DOM APIs cannot be deleted and a redefinition
merely creates a DOM-space reference with the same name. Thus, a straight-
forward check for redefined native APIs works like this (see also Lst. 2):

1. Store a reference to the checked API in a local variable. In the tamper-
ing case, this variable will point to the DOM-space implementation.

2. delete the API and check the outcome. If the operation returned true
continue to step 4.

3. If the operation returned false, the deletion failed. As deleting un-
changed references to host APIs always succeeds, the failing of the
operation is a reliable indicator, that the corresponding property of the
hosting object was redefined with defineProperty, while setting the
internal [[Configurable]] property to false (see Sec. 7.1). Hence, the
API has been redefined. Terminate.

4. Compare the API to the local copy. If both point to the same imple-
mentation, the API’s integrity is validated. Terminate positively.

5. If they differ, the API has been overwritten. Restore the local copy
to the host object, in case the redefinition has legitimate reasons (non-
disruptive approach) and terminate the integrity validation with nega-
tive result.

We practically validated this algorithm with Internet Explorer 9, Firefox 19,
Chrome 26, and Safari 5.

7.5 Native DOM Property Integrity
While all browsers act identical in respect to the redefinition of native DOM
APIs, they expose subtle differences when it comes to the properties of DOM
elements, such as parentNode or offsetHeight.

Firefox & Internet Explorer 9 treat DOM properties in the exact same
fashion as DOM APIs (see Sec. 7.4). Hence, for these browsers, the same
algorithm can be applied.

Google Chrome’s native DOM properties are immutable. This means,
direct overwriting or redefining via defineProperty has no effect on the
property. The property’s value remains untouched by attempts to change
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Figure 2: Results of the performance evaluation

it. Unfortunately, Chrome allows the irreversible deletion of DOM proper-
ties. Furthermore, after such deletion, a new property with the same name
can be added to the hosting object again, now under full control of the
attacker. However, the new property has the same characteristic as all ’nor-
mal’ JavaScript properties, namely its internal [[Configurable]] property acts
as specified: If it is set to true, the property can be redefined, if it is set
to false a redefining step fails with an error message. Both cases differ no-
ticeably from the legitimate behavior and, thus, can be utilized for a reliable
test.

Safari & Internet Explorer 8 are strict about DOM integrity and do not
allow direct overwriting or deleting of DOM properties. This also applies to
using the defineProperty method. Thus, in the case of these two browsers,
nothing has to be done, as malicious undermining of the DOM integrity is
impossible.

8 Evaluation
8.1 Practical Implementation and Evaluation Method-

ology
To examine our approach’s performance and interoperability characteristics,
we conducted a practical evaluation. For this purpose, we selected a set
of 635 sites out of the Alexa Top 1000, based on the characteristic that
the sites included at least one JavaScript library directly from Facebook, as
such a script-include is a necessary precondition to integrate Facebook’s “like
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button". Furthermore, we implemented our visibility- and tamper-checking
algorithms in a fashion, that it becomes active automatically after the page
finished its rendering process. This means for every page, which includes our
measure, the script automatically identifies all included social sharing wid-
get (from the Facebook, Goole and Twitter) and validates their respective
visibility state. Finally, we created a small program that causes a browser
to successively visit the test sites and a userscript, which injects our script
in every page this browser loads. For this, we used the following browser ex-
tensions: Greasemonkey2 for Firefox 19, NinjaKit3 for Safari 5, and IE7Pro4

for Internet Explorer 9. Google Chrome has native support for userscripts
and, hence, did not require a dedicated browser extension. All experiments
were conducted on a MacBook Pro (Os X 10.7.2, Core i7, 2,2 GHz, 8GB
RAM). The Internet Explorer evaluation was done using a Windows 7 vir-
tual machine, running in VMWare Fusion 5. For all sites, the DOM integrity
validation was performed and for all encountered widgets, also the visibility
check.

8.2 Security Evaluation
In this section we discuss, based on the attack description in Sec 3.2, how
our measure is able to defend the widget.

Hiding the iframe via CSS: The visibility checking process reliably
identifies all potential conditions that would render the widget invisible to
the user (see Sec 5.1) and, thus, notifies the widget about the potentially
malicious settings.

Obstructing the iframe with overlaying elements: Our mechanism
finds all DOM elements that overlap with the widget (see Sec 5.2). Therefore,
potential obstructing elements can be identified and acted upon.

Moving the iframe under the mouse pointer: The position guard
overlay (see Sec. 5.4) enforces that the relative position of the widget in the
page does not change after the visibility check has concluded. Therefore, this
attack method is effectively disarmed.

Finally, the correct functioning of the visibility checking process is en-
sured through the system’s DOM integrity checking methodology even in
the context of an actively malicious embedding page. (see Sec 7).

2Greasemonkey: https://addons.mozilla.org/de/firefox/addon/greasemonkey/
3NinjaKit: https://github.com/os0x/NinjaKit
4IE/Pro: http://www.ie7pro.com/
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Browser Min5 Max5 Average5 Median5

Firefox1 1 135 15.0 13
Google Chrome2 3 117 21.0 18
Safari3 1 62 3.0 3
Internet Explorer4 1 141 52.0 40

1x: Firefox 19.0.2 / OsX 10.7, 2: Chrome 26.0.1410.43 / OsX 10.7,
3: Safari 5.1.2 / OsX 10.7, 4: IE 9.0.8112 / Win7 (VMWare),

5: All times in milliseconds

Table 3: Browser performance measurements

8.3 Functional and Performance Evaluation
One of the evaluation’s goals was to examine to which degree real-world Web
code is compatible with our protection approach. For no site out of the
test bed, the DOM integrity check failed. Furthermore, as it can be seen in
Table 4 for the vast majority of the widgets (1537 out of 1648), the visibility
could be verified. For the remaining 111 widgets, manual analysis in respect
to providing interoperability would be required.

Furthermore, as documented in Table 3 and Figure 2, our protection
mechanism only causes negligible performance costs, with a general median
overhead of less then 40ms and worst case scenarios well below 200ms, even
for large, non-trivial DOM structures with up to 3000 nodes.
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9 Related Work
In this Section we review related work. After covering related attacks, we
discuss additional server- and client-side countermeasures, that exceed the
scope of Section 3.3.

Further attack variants: Besides the basic attack, which utilizes invis-
ible iFrames, several different forms of Clickjacking attacks were discovered.

For one, Bordi and Kotowicz demonstrated different methods to conduct
a so called Cursorjacking attack [26, 78]. Thereby, the real mouse cursor is
hidden and fake cursor is presented to the user at a different position. When
interacting with the Web site the user only recognizes the fake cursor. When
clicking the mouse, the click event does not occur at the position of the visible
fake cursor but at the position of the hidden cursor. Therefore, the user is
tricked into clicking an element that he not intended to click.

Adding protection against such attacks to our countermeasure is straight
forward: The CSS styling of the mouse pointer can be added to the forbidden
visibility conditions.

Furthermore, Clickjacking attacks are not limited to invisible iFrames.
Zalewski and Huang showed that it is also possible to use popup windows
instead of frames [65,158]. While Zalewski’s approach utilizes the JavaScript
history API and a timing attack, Huang came up with the so called Double
Clickjacking attack. Thereby, a Web site opens a popup window, behind the
actual browser window. Then the Web site lures the user into double clicking
on the visible Web site. When the first click hits to page the popup window
is brought to the front and therefore, the second click hits the page that was
loaded within the popup window. After a few millisecond the Web site closes
the popup window and therefore the user does not recognizes the attack.

Our mechanism is secure against Huang’s double-click attack: As the
position guard overlay (see Sec. 5.4) does not receive the required mouse-
over event, it does not change its pointer-events and, hence, catches the
click before it can reach the widget. Also, even if the mouse is slightly moved
between the clicks, the entering position of the mouse pointer will be in the
middle of the overlay and not at the borders, which is a clear indicator for
suspicious behavior.

Server-side countermeasures: Besides the general ClickJacking-focused
approaches discussed in Sec 3.3, some mechanism have been proposed that
also take Likejacking into account. When the first Likejacking attacks were
conducted, Facebook implemented some countermeasures to detect "mali-
cious likes" [150]. When ever a malicious situation is detected, the user
is asked to confirm the action, instead of seamlessly processing the "like re-
quest". Unfortunately, precise details on the implementation are not available
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Provider Sites1 Total2 Visible Hidden CSS3 DOM4 Obstructed5

Facebook 391 837 779 (93%) 58 (7%) 34 8 16
Google+ 167 277 255 (92%) 22 (8%) 4 13 5
Twitter 207 534 503 (94%) 31 (6%) 22 1 8

1: Number of sites that include at least one widget of the provider (out of 635) 2: Total number of found widgets
Reasons for failed visibility check: 3: CSS properties (see Sec 5.1),4: DOM properties (see Sec 5.3),

5: Obstructing overlays (see Sec 5.2)

Table 4: Compatibility testing with deployed widgets

and the problem still exists in the wild.
Another approach was proposed by Brad Hill [62]. He suggested to utilize

user interface randomization as an anti-clickjacking strategy. Thereby, a Web
widget renders its buttons in different location each time it is loaded.Therefore,
the attacker cannot be sure in which position the button is being placed and
is only able to use a trial and error approach to conduct the attack. By ana-
lyzing the first click success rate, a Widget provider would be able to detect
Likejacking campaigns very soon, as in the legitimate use case the first click
success rate is significantly higher than in the trial and error Clickjacking
attack. However, randomizing the user interface decreases user experience
and might distract user’s from using a widget. Furthermore, the method is
not applicable to more complex widgets.

Client-Side Countermeasures: The first client-side countermeasures
was the NoScript ClearClick Firefox plug-in [88]. ClearClick detects a Click-
jacking attack by creating two screenshots and comparing the results. One
screenshot is taken from the plugin object or the framed page the user at-
tempts to click on. The second screenshot shows how the page/object is
embedded into the page. If the two screenshots differ, the object’s visibility
is somehow tampered and therefore ClearClick shows a warning to the user.

In 2012 Brad Hill suggested to introduce a new type of control that re-
quires more user interaction than just a click (e.g. a Swipe, Scrub, or holding
the mouse for a certain amount of time, etc) [63]. While the user interacts
with the control, the browser forces the corresponding markup to become
completely visible. While doing so, the browser could even dim or hide other
elements so that these elements do not overlap or hide the security sensi-
tive control. However, until now this idea has not been implemented by any
major browser.

Besides these mechanisms a few other client-side mechanisms were pro-
posed to stop Clickjacking attacks in the form of alternative browser designs
(e.g Gazelle [145], the OP Web browser [53] or the secure Web browser [69]).
For the time being, none of these proposals have been adopted by the major
browsers.
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10 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented a novel countermeasure that protects Web
widgets against LikeJacking attacks. Our method does not require browser
modifications and is fully interoperable with today’s JavaScript capabilities.
Using a practical evaluation of 635 site, we demonstrated our technique’s
compatibility with productive Web code and showed that the approach’s
performance scales well, while causing negligible overhead.

Outlook When approaching the problem from a wider angle, it becomes
apparent that LikeJacking is only one instance in a lager problem space. The
underlying challenge occurs every time, when a third party service requires
reliable information on the Web execution context in which it is included.
Hence, an important contribution of this chapter is the general methodology,
that allows third party components to trustworthy collect evidence on the
state of the integrator page, with visibility validation being only one example
for such an evidence collecting process.
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Part II

Large-scale analysis of
mixed-content websites
11 Introduction
In the last decade, the web platform has become the number one platform
on the Internet. Businesses and society strongly depend on the omnipresent
Internet connectivity for their day-to-day operations, and billions of users
interact on social networking websites on a daily basis. As a consequence of
this enormous growth in popularity, the web has also become the primary
attack platform: SANS [67] reported in 2009 that more than 60% of all cyber
attacks are aimed at web applications, and more than 80% of discovered
vulnerabilities are web-related. A whole range of web attacks exists in the
wild, ranging from Cross-Site Scripting, Cross-Site Request Forgery and SQL
injection to the exploitation of broken authorization and session management.
This paper focuses on one particular and important class of web attacks,
namely attacks due to insecure communication channels between clients and
servers.

To guarantee the confidentiality and integrity of web communication,
websites can deploy Secure Socket Layer (SSL) or Transport Layer Security
(TLS) to deliver their content over HTTPS. This protects the application
against passive network attackers, i.e. eavesdroppers, that steal sensitive
data and credentials from HTTP requests and responses passing by over
the network, as well as against active network attackers tampering with the
content of these requests and responses. Unfortunately, only a fraction of
websites is adopting HTTPS. According to a 2010 study by Qualys, only
27% of the top Alexa 1,000,000 Internet domains use TLS [119], and the
adoption rate has since stayed low.

While websites are migrating to HTTPS, attackers are also shifting ef-
forts to break the TLS communication. Recent attacks such as BEAST [42],
CRIME [120] and Lucky 13 [15] are targeting cryptographic weaknesses
and protocol design flaws, and security incidents such as the DigiNotar [49]
and Comodo [34], illustrate the eagerness of attackers to compromise TLS-
protected websites.

Complementary to protocol and infrastructure vulnerabilities in TLS and
HTTPS, attackers can also exploit mixed-content vulnerabilities to compro-
mise TLS-enabled websites. In mixed-content websites, the web page is de-
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livered to the browser over TLS, but some of the additional content, such
as images and scripts, are delivered over a non-secured HTTP connection.
These non-secured communications can be exploited by network attackers to
gain access to wide set of capabilities ranging from access to cookies and the
forging of arbitrary requests, to the execution of arbitrary JavaScript code
in the security context of the TLS-protected website.

Desktop browsers are recently catching up to mitigate this vulnerability,
but the large majority of browsers on mobile devices, such as smartphones
and tablets, leave the end-user unprotected against this type of attack. This
is worsened by the fact that it is typically pretty straightforward to launch an
active network attack against a mobile user (e.g. via open Wi-Fi networks,
or setting up a fake wireless hotspot).

In this paper, we report on an in-depth assessment of the state-of-practice
with respect to mixed-content vulnerabilities. In particular, the main con-
tributions of this paper are the following:

• We study the different types of mixed-content inclusions, and assess
their security impact.

• We present a detailed analysis of mixed-content inclusions over the
Alexa top 100,000 Internet domains, showing that 43% of the Internet’s
most popular websites suffer from mixed-content vulnerabilities.

• We document the behavior of mobile browsers in the face of mixed-
content inclusions.

• We enumerate the best practices as well as novel mitigation techniques
against mixed-content inclusions for browsers, website owners and con-
tent providers.

12 Problem statement
It is well-known that HTTP is vulnerable to eavesdropping and man-in-
the-middle (MITM) attacks, and HTTPS is designed to precisely prevent
these attacks by adding the security capabilities of SSL/TLS to HTTP. SSL
was first introduced by Netscape to secure web traffic in the mid nineties,
and its continuous updates have lead to TLS version 1.2. SSL/TSL enables
authentication of the web server (and optionally also the client), and provides
bidirectional encryption of the communication channel between the client and
server.

HTTPS is widely used to guarantee the confidentiality and integrity of
web communication between the websites and web browsers, though with
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a slow adoption rate. Apart from the attacks against the SSL/TLS proto-
col, we show that an active MITM attacker can also exploit mixed-content
vulnerabilities to render the HTTPS protocol, essentially useless.

12.1 Attacker model
The attacker model used in this paper, is the active network attacker. The ac-
tive network attacker positions himself on a network between the web browser
and the web server, and is able to intercept and tamper with the network
traffic passing by. The attacker can read, modify, delete, and inject HTTP
requests and responses, but he is not able to decipher encrypted information
(e.g. requests and responses sent over HTTPS), nor impersonate an HTTPS
endpoint without a valid TLS certificate.

An attacker can mount an active network attack in various ways, such as
setting up a fake wireless hotspot (aka “evil twin” access point), sniffing and
spoofing network frames on an existing Wi-Fi network, or by impersonating
the user’s DNS server or gateway.

12.2 Mixed-content vulnerability
To compromise TLS-enabled websites, attackers can also exploit mixed-
content vulnerabilities. In mixed content (also known as non-secure/insecure
content) websites, the web page is delivered to the browser over TLS, but
some of the additional content, such as images and scripts, are directly deliv-
ered over a non-secured HTTP connection from the content provider towards
the web browser. Although the active network attacker can not attack the
web page delivery over HTTPS, he can still compromise the TLS-enabled
website by compromising any of the additional resources that are loaded
over HTTP (Figure 3). In the next section, we illustrate in more detail how
this empowers an attacker to steal cookies, forge requests in the name of the
victim, and execute arbitrary JavaScript code in the security context of the
TLS-protected website.

According to Mozilla, mixed content can be classified into two categories:
mixed passive content and mixed active content [13]. Passive content is
typically served for display purposes (e.g., image, audio, and video) and
cannot alter the Document Object Model (DOM) of the webpage. Active
content is more powerful as it can modify the DOM of an HTTPS page,
which poses more threats to the end users. Examples of active content are
JavaScript, CSS and iframes. Even though most popular desktop browsers
are catching up to block mixed content (see Section 16.1), the majority of
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Figure 3: Mixed-content vulnerability

mobile users on smartphones and tablets are still vulnerable to mixed content
attacks.

13 Impact of mixed content attacks
When mixed content passes by an active network attacker, he can launch
various attacks against the content provider, the TLS-protected website in-
cluding the mixed content, and the user’s browser. The impact of a mixed
content attack can be categorized as follows:

• Cookie stealing: When a browser requests mixed content, it may
include cookies associated with the content provider, which allows the
attacker to obtain the cookies. Moreover, if the content provider and
the TLS-protected website using mixed content happen to be on the
same domain, sensitive cookies used over HTTPS can get exposed to
the attacker via a HTTP request, unless the cookie is protected by the
“secure” flag.

• Request forgery: As mixed content is requested over HTTP, the
attacker can manipulate the HTTP requests and responses and use
them to trigger or forge arbitrary HTTP requests, which may lead to
certain variants of SSL-Stripping [94] and Cross-Site Request Forgery
(CSRF) [21].

• DOM data leakage: Mixed content may leak confidential data that
is displayed as part of the HTTPS webpage. For example, the attacker
can manipulate mixed-CSS content to obtain sensitive data in DOM via
scriptless attacks [57,157]: CSS selectors can match against particular
content in the DOM, and leak the result of the test by fetching a web
resource (e.g. image) monitored by the attacker.
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• JavaScript execution: For some types of mixed content, the attacker
can inject arbitrary JavaScript code that will be executed in the context
of the HTTPS website using the mixed content. This allows the at-
tacker to run arbitrary JavaScript code as if it was originating from the
TLS-protected site, and access a variety of security-sensitive JavaScript
APIs. Moreover, the attacker can inject malicious payloads, such as the
BeEF framework [2], to take over the user’s browser and even exploit
the vulnerabilities in the browser and underlying OS.

The impact of a mixed content attack depends on the content resource.
Five specific types of mixed content are studied in this paper: Image, iframe,
CSS, JavaScript and Flash.

• Image: Though mixed-Image content, is considered passive content
and thus less harmful, it can still be used to forge HTTP requests, and
it may also reveal cookies. Additionally, an attacker may change the
responses to serve shocking images in order to harm the reputation of
the vulnerable site.

• iframe: Similar to mixed-Image content, mixed-iframe content may
lead to request forgery and cookie stealing attacks. Because of the same
origin policy, an iframe cannot break out of its own frame and thus the
attack does not give the attacker many more possibilities than mixed-
Image content, though it may lead to some attacks in older versions of
vulnerable browsers [6].

• CSS: Besides the aforementioned capabilities of mixed-Image content
which are equally present in mixed-CSS content, an attacker can also
use CSS content to obtain sensitive data from the DOM via scriptless
attacks [57].

• JavaScript: With the very rich set of JavaScript APIs available on
the web, the attacker can launch all the aforementioned attacks by
intercepting the mixed-JavaScript content and replacing it with his
own malicious code.

• Flash: Mixed-Flash content gives the attacker the same power as
mixed-JavaScript content, since it can also be used to execute arbi-
trary JavaScript in the context of an HTTPS webpage, for example,
via ActionScript’s
getURL("javascript:myfunction();");).

The various types of mixed content and their impact are summarized
in Table 5.
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Type Cookie
stealing

Request
forgery

DOM data
leakage

JavaScript
execution

Image x x
iframe x x
CSS x x x
JavaScript x x x x
Flash x x x x

Table 5: Impact of mixed content attacks

14 Data collection
In this section, we describe the setup and methodology of our large-scale
data collection experiment. The main goal of this experiment is to assess
the state-of-practice of mixed-content usage on the most popular Internet
websites. More specifically, we aim to (1) identify the distribution of mixed-
content inclusions over different types of mixed content, as well as over local
and remote inclusions; (2) investigate the availability of mixed content over
HTTPS.

14.1 Crawling experiment
To measure the mixed-content inclusions on the most popular websites, we
apply the following steps:

1. Start with a list of the most popular domains of the Internet

2. Filter out the domains that are not available over TLS

3. Visit the most popular webpages on each TLS-enabled domain

4. Monitor the inclusion of mixed content while visiting the web pages
Starting with Alexa’s list of 100,000 most popular domains, we first select

the TLS-enabled websites. Next, we use the Bing Search API [3] to auto-
matically query for a set of 200 page URLs for each website. For instance,
the search for site:google.com will return a set of page URLs belonging to
the google.com website.

To discover mixed-content inclusions, we apply the approach as described
in [107]: the headless HtmlUnit browser is used to visit the page URLs, and
the HTTPS pages are analyzed to locate mixed-content inclusions. HtmlUnit
is able to execute the JavaScript code similar to a real browser, and as such,
it can accurately detect all dynamically-included mixed content.
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Figure 4: Distribution of visited HTTPS websites and websites having mixed
content over Alexa rank range

14.2 Data collection results
With the aforementioned approach, we obtain the following data set for our
large-scale crawling experiment. From Alexa’s top 100,000 websites, 19,312
HTTPS websites are extracted. After excluding page URLs that are inter-
nally redirected to HTTP pages, or externally redirected to another website,
in total 481,656 HTTPS pages are visited from 18,526 HTTPS websites, with
an average of 26 HTTPS pages per website.

From the crawled HTTPS websites, 7,980 (43%) were found to have at
least one type of mixed content. This means that almost half of the HTTPS
protected websites, are vulnerable to one or more of the attacks mentioned
in the previous sections. By analyzing the Alexa rank of these websites, we
discovered that the percentage of websites having mixed content fluctuates,
without significant increase or decrease over Alexa rank ranges, which indi-
cates that there is no strong correlation between the rank of websites and
their practice of using mixed content (Figure 4).

Figure 4 also shows the distribution of mixed-content inclusions for each
content type over Alexa rank ranges. Although different types of mixed
content have different impact, their occurrence, in practice, follow the same
pattern.

In total, 620,151 mixed-content inclusions were found through our exper-
iment, which map to 191,456 mixed-content files and 74,946 HTTPS web-
pages. Table 6 gives an overview of the distribution of mixed-content in-
clusions. Image and JavaScript are the most included mixed content types,
with 30% and 26% of the HTTPS websites using them respectively, while
mixed-Flash content is much less used. As for the distribution over remote
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Figure 5: Percentage of TLS-enabled websites exposed vulnerable content
vulnerabilities grouped by impact

and local inclusions for each mixed content type, mixed iframe, JavaScript,
and Flash content is mostly served by remote providers, while the majority
of mixed Image and CSS inclusions are locally included.

# Inclusions % remote incl. # Files # Webpages % Websites
Image 406,932 38% 138,959 45,417 30%
iframe 25,362 90% 15,227 15,419 14%
CSS 35,957 44% 6,680 15,911 12%
JavaScript 150,179 72% 29,952 45,059 26%
Flash 1,721 62% 638 1,474 2%
Total 620,151 47% 191,456 74,946 43%

Table 6: Overview of distribution of mixed-content inclusions

To better understand the risks associated with websites using different
types of mixed content, we calculate the percentage of websites that are
exposed to different levels of attacks as shown in Figure 5. The calculation
is based on the impact analysis for each mixed content type (Table 5), which
groups different types of mixed-content inclusions according to the associated
attacks. For example, websites that only include mixed Image or iframe
content are exposed to attacks up to “request forgery” and “Cookie stealing”.
Figure 5 shows that 27% websites are exposed to attacks up to “JavaScript
execution”, by including mixed JavaScript or Flash content.

15 Discussion
In this section, we discuss some characteristics of mixed content and the web-
sites including them, as discovered in our experiment. First, we identify the
distribution of websites having mixed content over different categories, and
then present some examples of important websites having mixed-JavaScript
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Figure 6: Distribution of websites having mixed content over top 10 cate-
gories

content. Second, we investigate the availability of mixed content files over
HTTPS, and present the some of the most popular mixed-JavaScript content
discovered. We mainly focus on mixed-JavaScript inclusions when giving ex-
amples, since (1) the number of mixed-JavaScript inclusions and websites
including mixed-JavaScript content is large enough to fully represent the
mixed content inclusion problem, and (2) mixed-JavaScript content is more
dangerous than the other types of mixed content.

15.1 Websites having mixed content
To better understand the websites having mixed content, we categorize the
websites by checking McAfee’s TrustedSource Web Database [95], comprised
of 104 site categories. Most of the visited HTTPS websites are categorized
into 88 categories, with 1,181 websites remaining uncategorized. The major-
ity of visited websites (66%) can be categorized into 10 popular categories.
The number of websites and the percentage of websites having mixed content
over the top 10 categories are presented in Figure 6. The ‘Government/Mil-
itary’ websites are doing better than websites in all other categories, with
“only” 31% of them websites having mixed content. 38% of ‘Finance/Bank-
ing’ websites having mixed content, which is worrisome, since these websites
contain valuable information and are typically the targets of attackers.

For the 74,946 HTTPS pages having mixed content, we check whether
these pages have an equivalent HTTP version of the same content. While
most of them do have an HTTP version, 9,792 (11%) pages are only served
over HTTPS, and these “HTTPS-Only” pages map to 1,678 (9%) HTTPS
websites. We consider it likely that these “HTTPS-Only” pages contain more
sensitive data and should be more secure, compared to those pages hav-
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HTTPS-Only pages Functionality
www.aweber.com/signup.htm Account Signup
www36.verizon.com/callassistant/signin.aspx Account Login
secure.pornhublive.com/forgot-password/ Password Recovery
euw.leagueoflegends.com/account/recovery/password Password Recovery
ww15.itau.com.br/privatebank/contatoprivate/en/index.aspx Contact Form
dv.secure.force.com/applyonline/Page1?brand=ccn Application Form
www.tribalfusion.com/adapp/forms/contactForm.jsp Contact Form
support.makemytrip.com/ForgotPassword.aspx Password Recovery
jdagccc.custhelp.com/app/utils/create_account/red/1 Account Signup
ssl6.ovh.net/~pasfacil/boutiquemedievale/login.php Account Login

Table 7: Ten example “HTTPS-Only” pages having mixed-JavaScript con-
tent

ing the same content served over HTTP. Thus, mixed-content inclusions on
“HTTPS-Only” pages can have more severe consequences when successfully
exploited.

Table 7 lists ten examples of important “HTTPS-Only” pages having
mixed-JavaScript content. These pages provide important functionalities
like “Account Signup” , “Account Login” , “Password Recovery”, and “Ap-
plication Form”, all of which process sensitive user information and thus can
lead to user-data leakage if the mixed-JavaScript content is intercepted by an
attacker. All these example pages are from the HTTPS websites that ranked
on Alexa’s list of Global top 1,000.

Of the 1,678 HTTPS websites that have “HTTPS-Only” pages, we found
97 websites that are using HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS) pol-
icy [64], which indicates that these websites are making use of the latest pro-
tection technology for ensuring the use of SSL, but they still fail to achieve
their goal by including mixed content from insecure channels. Table 8 lists
ten example websites and HTTPS pages having mixed-JavaScript content
while using HSTS.

15.2 Providers of mixed-content files
For the total of 191,456 mixed-content files, we check whether the providers
serve these files over a secure HTTPS channel next to their insecure HTTP
versions. While the majority of mixed JavaScript, iframe and CSS content
files are available over HTTPS, the percentage of mixed Image content files
available over HTTPS is significantly less, as shown in Table 9. Though
website owners should be responsible for the mixed content issue, the data
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Websites Category HTTPS pages having mixed-JavaScript con-
tent

zoho.com Web Applications https://azrealestate101.wiki.zoho.com
getfirebug.com Software https://getfirebug.com
ingdirect.es Finance https://ing.ingdirect.es/

Transactional/html/productos/planes/
MultiContract_Plan.asp?Association=3

pbworks.com Web Applications https://nederlandgtp.pbworks.com/
pingler.com Internet Services https://pingler.com/blog/
op.fi Finance https://www.op.fi/op
podio.com Web Applications https://company.podio.com/chat
kernel.org Software https://www.kernel.org/doc/man-pages/
daad.de Education https://www.daad.de/blog/freizeit/

holi-hai/
dolcegabbana.com Fashion https://login.dolcegabbana.com

Table 8: Ten example websites having mixed-JavaScript content while using
HSTS

in Table 9 indicates that blaming them is too simplistic, since it ignores the
fact that approximately half of the mixed content files are only available over
HTTP.

Type # Files % HTTPS-Available Type # Files % HTTPS-Available
Image 138,959 40% JavaScript 29,952 58%
iframe 15,227 77% Flash 638 46%
CSS 6,680 60% Total 191,456 47%

Table 9: Percentage of “HTTPS-Available” files, per mixed content type

Table 10 presents the top ten providers of mixed-JavaScript content and
the number of websites using them. It shows that nine out of ten of the
most frequently used content providers offer their JavaScript content also
over HTTPS, and hence about 28% of the mixed-JavaScript inclusion can be
avoided if the websites correctly include JavaScript coming from these nine
providers.

As for the other mixed content types, it is the same case that most of the
top ten providers of mixed content serve their content also over HTTPS. As
shown in Figure 7, about 60% mixed-iframe inclusions and 50% of mixed-
Flash content inclusion are provided by the top ten providers, which again
indicates that many insecure inclusions can be avoided if the websites cor-
rectly include this content.

For cumulative numbers of top mixed-content providers, Figure 7 shows
the percentage of mixed-content inclusions per provider. For example, the
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Mixed-JavaScript providers Available over HTTPS ? # Websites % Inclusions
googleapis.com Yes 753 6%
google.com Yes 617 4%
addthis.com Yes 451 4%
googleadservices.com Yes 443 3%
googlesyndication.com Yes 416 3%
twitter.com Yes 358 3%
facebook.net Yes 292 2%
google-analytics.com Yes 283 1%
sharethis.com No 234 2%
doubleclick.net Yes 175 2%

Table 10: Top ten mixed-JavaScript content providers

top 100 content providers serve about 80% of mixed iframe and Flash in-
clusions, more than half of mixed JavaScript and CSS inclusions, and 48%
of mixed Image inclusions. This indicates that if the top 100 mixed-content
providers offer their content over HTTPS and the websites correctly include
this content, then the majority of mixed-content inclusions can be altogether
avoided.

15.3 Summary of findings
Overall, our findings allow us to make the following conclusions. Almost half
of all the websites that are currently using HTTPS have at least one mixed-
content page. Interestingly, more than half of these vulnerable pages allow
for the most powerful attacker model, i.e., the ability to execute arbitrary
JavaScript in the context of the vulnerable website. A sincere effort from
the websites themselves involving converting the HTTP requests to HTTPS
requests, would significantly diminish the total number of vulnerabilities but
it would not eradicate them completely since a large amount of content is
only provided over HTTP. This, in turn, points towards the responsibility of
the content providers who must take action so that their resources may be
made available over secure channels.

16 Mixed content mitigation techniques
In the previous sections, we measured the occurrence of mixed content on the
top 100,000 Internet domains, and analyzed their distribution over content
types, website classes and content providers. In this section, we investigate
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Figure 7: Percentage of mixed-content inclusion per cumulative number of
top mixed-content providers

and enumerate protection techniques that can be used for browsers, TLS-
protected websites, and content providers, to mitigate the issue of insecure
inclusion of content.

16.1 Browser Vendors
Blocking mixed content at the browser-level, is the most straightforward
way to mitigate the mixed content issue. While most desktop browsers have
developed a mixed-content blocker to protect users against insecure content,
mobile browsers strongly lag behind on this, despite the fact that mobile
browsing is becoming increasingly important to users. According to recent
statistics from StatCounter, the market share of mobile browsing has almost
tripled in the last two years, having reached 16.08% in June 2013.

As part of our study, we investigated how all the major mobile browsers
for Android, iOS, Windows Phone and Windows RT platform handle mixed
content – shown in Table 11. We unfortunately discovered that most of
them do not have a mixed-content blocker, with the exception of Chrome for
Android and IE 10 Mobile which protect the user against mixed content, and
Firefox for Android which plans to have a mixed-content blocker in a future
release [1].

With respect to desktop browsers, Internet Explorer (IE) is the first
browser that detected and blocked mixed content with IE 7, released in 2006.
When mixed content is detected, the browser warns the user and allows her
to choose whether insecure content should be loaded [11]. Many users, how-
ever, would probably click “Yes”, rendering the mixed-content blocker use-
less [136]. An elegant way to handle mixed content would be to silently block
mixed content without prompting the users. This approach has been chosen
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Platform Mobile browser blocked ? secure padlock shown ?

Google Android 4.2

Chrome 28 Yes with a yellow triangle
Firefox 23 No No
Android browser No open padlock
Opera Mobile 12 No No

Apple iOS 6.1
Safari 6 No No
Chrome 28 No with a yellow triangle
Opera Mini 7 No No

Windows Phone/RT 8 IE 10 Mobile Yes No

Table 11: Mobile browsers’ behavior towards mixed content

in Chrome (version 21+) [12], Internet Explorer (version 9+) [7], and the
recently released Firefox 23 [13]. Safari and Opera browsers do not currently
have a mixed-content blocker, which means that about 10% of desktop users
are still exposed to the dangers of mixed content.5

Chrome, IE, and Firefox all have a mixed-content blocker, but they han-
dle different types of mixed content in different ways. While mixed CSS,
JavaScript, Flash content are blocked by all of them, currently only IE
and Firefox block mixed-iframe content, though Chrome plans to also block
mixed-iframe content in a future release [4].

An interesting fact is that mixed-Image content is blocked in IE 7 and
IE 8, but it is not blocked in IE 9 and IE 10. Since mixed Image and
iframe content technically have the same impact which may lead to attacks
“Request forgery” and “Cookie stealing”, we recommend all browsers vendors
to block all types of mixed content, thus completely eliminating the mixed
content issue from the browser side. While this move would likely break some
insecurely-coded websites, the security benefits of mixed-content-blocking
definitely outweigh the temporary frustration of users when they encounter
some websites that do not properly work.

16.2 Website owners
TLS-protected websites can explicitly opt-in to only include content from
secure channels. As shown in Table 9, 44% of the mixed-content files are not
correctly included, since the secure HTTPS version of the same resources
exist and could thus be readily used. For the remaining set of mixed-content
files that do not have a secure version, the resources can be cached locally,

5Safari and Opera each owns 8.39% and 1.03% market share respectively, according to
the statistics of usage share of desktop browsers for June 2013 from StatCounter [10].
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or proxied using their own SSL server.
To provide better security, a website using HTTPS can use a combination

of the HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS) and Content Security Policy
(CSP) [134] protocols, as illustrated in Listing 3.

Listing 3: Protecting TLS-protected sites via HSTS and CSP
1 S t r i c t −Transport −Secur i ty : max−age=86400; includeSubDomains
2 Content−Secur i ty −Pol i cy : de fau l t − s r c https : ; \
3 s c r i p t − s r c https : ’ unsafe − i n l i n e ’ ; \
4 s ty l e − s r c https : ’ unsafe − i n l i n e ’

First, HSTS can be used to guarantee that webpages are only served over
HTTPS by forcing a compliant browser to only issue HTTPS requests for that
website (line 1). By enforcing the HSTS policy, it can prevent SSL-stripping
attacks [94]. Second, CSP can be used to detect mixed content violations (in
report-only mode), and to actively block mixed content by specifying that
only TLS-protected resources are allowed to be included (line 2). Notice that
in this example the unsafe-inline directives are added to preserve temporary
compatibility (lines 3-4), but website owners are encouraged to fully embrace
the CSP technology so that they achieve full protection and no longer need
these unsafe directives.

16.3 Resource provider
Resource providers can also mitigate the mixed content issue by offering
content over HTTPS (even only over HTTPS). Moreover, resource provider
can also use HSTS to migrate non-HTTPS resources automatically and secure
to HTTPS version. Based on the figures in Table 10, pushing an HSTS
header on only nine of the most frequently used script providers would already
render the mixed-content inclusion problem harmless for about 28% of the
JavaScript inclusions. And as shown in Figure 7, if all the top 100 mixed-
content providers enforce HSTS headers, the majority of insecure mixed-
content inclusions can be avoided.

Notice, however, that not all browsers have support for HSTS policies
(e.g., latest IE 10 and Safari 6), and that HSTS inherently has a bootstrap-
ping problem during a browser’s very first visit to an HSTS website. During
this first request, an active network attacker can strip the HSTS header and
circumvent this protection technique. To counter this, Firefox and Chrome
are shipped with a pre-loaded list of important HSTS websites [8].
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17 Related work
To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first that attempts to system-
atically discover the current state of practice of mixed content and uncover
the various types of mixed-content inclusions and how they could be used to
attack users and services.

While HTTPS is widely used for securing web communications, many
attacks on HTTPS have been reported over the years [33]. Apart from the
exploit of cryptographic weaknesses and design flaws in the SSL and TLS
protocols, e.g., BEAST [42], CRIME [120] and Lucky 13 [15], the incorrect
adoption and configuration of HTTPS by websites, may also allow attackers
to bypass HTTPS. For example, websites not using an HSTS policy are
vulnerable to SSL-Stripping attacks [94]. According to the latest surveys
of August 2013, about 76% of HTTPS websites have security issues with
their SSL implementations [9], and only 549 websites are using HSTS policy
among the top 1,000,000 popular websites [5].

Web browsers also play an important role in web security, since they
can automatically handle many sensitive, HTTPS security decisions, and
provide security indicators through their user interfaces. While, in the last
few years, desktop browsers, in response to various attacks like XSS and
CSRF, have been substantially hardened, mobile browsers have unfortunately
not caught up. Mobile browsers, when compared to desktop browsers, have
less support for displaying HTTPS connection details, and for the warning
of users about mixed content [17]. Moreover, researchers have identified new
types of vulnerabilities specific to mobile browsers, which, under the right
circumstances, can lead to login CSRF and clickjacking attacks [16].

18 Conclusion
When migrating to HTTPS, many websites fail to fully update their appli-
cations, resulting in mixed-content inclusion, which can render the HTTPS
protection useless. In this paper, we extensively surveyed the mixed-content
inclusion problem, analyzing it from different points of view. The results of
our experiments show that there is a considerable number of TLS-protected
websites that currently have mixed content. We observed that, while the
desktop browsers are catching up to mitigate this issue, most mobile browsers
do not have protections against mixed content yet, despite the increasing pop-
ularity of mobile devices. Since users are entering into the “Post-PC era”,
i.e., prefering mobile devices for regular Internet browsing and even for sen-
sitive online transactions, it is important for mobile browsers to develop a
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mixed-content blocker, as several desktop browsers have already done. To
handle this transitory phase, we investigated and reported the best practices
for websites owners and content providers which can be used to counter the
mixed content issue and protect their users against MITM attacks.
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Part III

Precise client-side protection
against DOM-based Cross-Site
Scripting
19 Introduction
Ever since its initial discovery in the year 2000 [28], Cross-Site Scripting
(XSS) is an ever-present security concern in Web applications. Even today,
more than ten years after the first advisory, XSS vulnerabilities occur in high
numbers [129] with no signs that the problem will be fundamentally resolved
in the near future. Furthermore, in recent years, DOM-based XSS, a subtype
of the vulnerability class that occurs due to insecure client-side JavaScript,
has gained traction, probably due to the shift towards rich, JavaScript heavy
Web applications. In a recent study, Lekies et al. [82] have shown, that
approximately 10% of the Alexa Top 5000 carry at least one DOM-based
XSS vulnerability.

The design of protection measures against XSS has received considerable
attention. In its core, XSS is a client-side security problem: The malicious
code is executed in the client-side context of the victim, affecting his client-
side execution environment. Hence, a well suited place to protect end-users
against XSS vulnerabilities is the Web browser. Following this concept, sev-
eral client-side XSS filters have been developed over the years.

These contempory client-side XSS filtering mechanisms rely on string-
based comparison of outgoing HTTP requests and incoming HTTP responses
to detect reflected XSS attack payloads. In essence, this string comparison
is an approximation of server-side data flows, that might result in direct
inclusion of request data in the HTTP response. While this approximative
approach is valid for server-based XSS vulnerabilities – the browser has no
insight on the server-side logic – it is unnecessarily imprecise for client-side
XSS issues.

Unlike server-side problems, within the browser the complete data flow
from attacker-controlled sources over the security-sensitive sinks into the
browser’s JavaScript engine occurs within one system, and thus, can be
tracked seamlessly and precisely. Based on this observation, we propose
a different protection approach: A client-side XSS filtering mechanism re-
lying on precise dynamic taint-tracking and taint-aware parsers within the
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browser.
To demonstrate the current limitations of the established approaches, we

first conduct an in-depth analysis of the current state-of-the-art in client-side
XSS filtering, with focus on the capabilities of thwarting DOM-based XSS
attacks (see Sec. 21). In course of this analysis, we uncover a set of conceptual
weaknesses, which, taken together, render the existing techniques incapable
of protecting against the majority of client-side XSS attacks (see Sec. 22).
To practically validate our analysis, we report on a fully automatic system
to create XSS attacks which evade the current protection mechanism: Using
a data set of 1,602 real-life DOM-based XSS vulnerabilities, we successfully
created XSS vectors that bypassed client-side filtering in 72.53% of all cases,
affecting 80.89% of all vulnerable domains we found.

Motivated by the results of our experiments, we propose an alternative
approach for client-side prevention of DOM-based XSS: Using character-level
taint-tracking in the browser’s JavaScript engine as we can precisely detect
cases in which attacker controlled values end up in a syntactic parsing con-
text, that might lead to the browser executing the injected data as JavaScript.
By enhancing the browser’s HTML and JavaScript parsers to identify tokens
that carry taint markers, we can efficiently and robustly stop injection at-
tempts. To summarize: In this chapter, we make the following contributions:

• Systematic analysis of conceptual shortcomings of current client-side
XSS filters: We report on a systematic investigation on the current
state-of-the-art client-side XSS filter, the XSS Auditor, and identify a
set of conceptual flaws that render the filter incapable of effectively
protecting against DOM-based XSS attacks.

• Automatic filter bypass generation: To validate our findings and to
demonstrate the severity of the identified filter limitations, we built a
fully automated system to generate XSS payloads which bypass the
string comparison based XSS filter. Our system leverages the precise
flow information of our taint-enhanced JavaScript engine and our de-
tailed knowledge on the Auditor’s functionality, to create exploit pay-
loads that are tailored to the vulnerability’s specific injection context
and the applicable filter weakness. By practically applying our sys-
tem to a set of 1,602 real world DOM-based XSS vulnerabilities, we
achieved a success rate of 72.53% successful filter bypasses.

• Robust protection approach, utilizing client-side taint propagation: Based
on the identified weaknesses in the established XSS filtering approaches,
we propose an alternative protection measure, that is designed to ad-
dress the specific characteristics of DOM-based XSS. Through com-
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bining a taint-enhanced JavaScript engine with taint-aware JavaScript
and HTML parsers, we are able to precisely track the flow of attacker-
controlled data into the parsers. This in turn enables our system to
reliably detect and stop injected code on parse-time.

20 Technical Background
In the following, we briefly discuss DOM-based Cross-Site Scripting and shed
light on the technical basis used for this work, namely a taint-aware browsing
engine.

20.1 DOM-based Cross-Site Scripting
Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) is a term describing attacks where the adversary
is able to inject his own script code into a vulnerable application, which is
subsequently executed in the browser of the victim in the context of this
application. In contrast to the server-side variants of XSS, namely reflected
and persistent, the term DOM-based Cross-Site Scripting (or DOM-based
XSS) subsumes all classes of vulnerabilities which are caused by insecure
client-side code. The term itself was coined by Klein in 2005 [75]. These
issues come to light when untrusted data is used in a security-critical context,
such as a call to eval. In the context of DOM-based XSS, this data might
originate from different sources such as the URL, postMessages [146] or the
Web Storage API.

20.2 Browser-level Taint-Tracking
One of the underlying technical cornerstones of this chapter is a taint-enhanced
browsing engine, similar to the taint-aware browser presented by Lekies et
al. [82]. This browser engine allows precise tracking of data flows from at-
tacker controlled sources, such as document.location, to sink, such as eval.

Our implementation, based on the open source browser Chromium, pro-
vides support for tracking information flow on the granularity of single char-
acters by attaching a numerical value to identify the origin of the charac-
ter’s taint. This taint marker is propagated whenever string operations are
conducted and is also persisted between the two realms of the rendering
component, i.e. Blink, and the V8 JavaScript engine.

As this part of our system is not one of the chapter’s major contributions,
we omit further details for brevity reasons. Please refer to [82] for technical
background on the utilized concepts.
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21 Current Approaches for Client-side XSS
Filtering

In this Section we investigate the current in-browser techniques used to detect
and prevent XSS attacks. More specifically, we describe the concepts of
the Firefox plugin NoScript [89], Internet Explorer’s XSS Filter [123] and
Chrome’s XSS Auditor [23].

21.1 Regular-expression-based Approaches: NoScript
and Internet Explorer

One of the first mechanisms on the client side to protect against XSS attacks
was introduced by the NoScript Firefox Plugin [91] in 2007. NoScript utilizes
regular expressions to filter outgoing HTTP requests for potentially malicious
payloads. If one of the regular expressions matches, the corresponding parts
are removed from the HTTP request. The malicious payload will thus never
reach the vulnerable application and hence an attack will be thwarted. How-
ever, as described in NoScript’s feature list, this potentially leads to false
positives [90] due to its aggressive filtering approach. NoScript works around
this issue by prompting the user whether to repeat the request but with the
protection mechanisms turned off. While this seems to be a valid approach
for NoScript’s very security aware users, it is not acceptable as a general Web
browser feature, as many studies have shown that an average user is not able
to properly react on such security warnings [43,59,137].

In order to tackle this problem Microsoft slightly extended NoScript’s
approach and integrated it into Internet Explorer [123]. Similar to NoScript,
IE’s XSS filter utilizes regular expressions to identify malicious payloads
within outgoing HTTP requests. But instead of removing the potentially
malicious parts from a request, the filter generates a signature of the match
and waits for the HTTP response to arrive at the browser. If the signature
matches anything inside the response, i.e. if the payload is also contained
within the response, the filter removes the parts it considers to be suspi-
cious. Thus, attacks are only blocked if the payload is indeed contained in
the response and, hence, depending on the situation, false positives are less
frequent. In fact, avoiding false positives is one of the filter’s many design
goals [124], even if this results in a higher false negative rate, as Microsoft’s
David Ross states: “Thus, the XSS Filter defends against the most common
XSS attacks but it is not, and will never be, an XSS panacea.” [124].

In 2010, Bates et al. [23] demonstrated that regular-expression-based fil-
tering systems have severe issues and proposed a superior approach in the
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form of the XSS Auditor, which has been adopted by the WebKit browser
family (Chrome, Safari, Yandex).

21.2 State-of-the-Art: The XSS Auditor
Based on the identified weaknesses of regular-expression-based XSS defenses,
Bates et al. proposed the XSS Auditor – a new system that is “faster, protects
against more vulnerabilities, and is harder for attackers to abuse” [23]. Up
to now, the XSS Auditor constitutes the state-of-the art in client-side XSS
mitigation.

However, as we will demonstrate in this chapter, the XSS Auditor also
has shortcomings, especially related to DOM-based XSS attacks. Before we
explore the limitations of the system in the next Section, we provide an
overview of the Auditor’s protection mechanism.

One of the key differences between Chrome’s XSS Auditor and previous
filter designs is the filter’s placement within the browser architecture. Instead
of applying regular expressions on the string representations of the HTTP
requests or responses, the Auditor is placed between the HTML parser and
the JavaScript engine [23]. The idea behind this placement is, that an at-
tacker’s payload has to be parsed by the HTML parser to be transferred to
the JavaScript engine where the injected payload is being executed.

In order to block XSS attacks, the Auditor receives each token generated
by the HTML parser and checks whether the token itself or some of its at-
tributes are contained in either the request URL or the request body. If so,
the filter considers the token to be injected and replaces JavaScript or poten-
tially harmful HTML attributes with a benign value. Such a benign value
is a payload that has no effect, such as about:blank, javascript:void(0)
or an empty string. The injected fragments will thus not be passed to the
JavaScript engine and hence attacks are prevented.

The main design goals of the filter are to avoid false positives and to min-
imize performance impact. As we will demonstrate later, these goals severely
impact the filter’s detection capabilities. However, we will first provide de-
tails on the detection algorithm (simplified to satisfy space and readability
constraints):

1. Initialization (For document fragments)

(a) Deactivate the filter

2. Initialization (For each full document)

(a) Fully decode the request URL
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(b) Fully decode the request body
(c) Check if request could contain an injection

i. If not, deactivate the filter
ii. Otherwise continue

3. For each start token in the document do...

(a) Check and delete dangerous attributes
i. Delete injected event handlers
ii. Delete injected JavaScript URLs

(b) Conduct tag specific checks

4. For each script token in the document do...

(a) Check and delete injected inline code

As soon as the so-called HTMLDocumentParser is spawned by Chrome,
an initialization routine of the XSS Auditor is called. The parser can either
be invoked for parsing document fragments or complete documents. While
the XSS filter is deactivated for document fragments, it guesses whether an
injection attack is likely to be present for full documents. If either the URL
or the request body contains one of the characters shown in Listing 4, the
filter is activated. If neither character is found, the filter assumes the browser
not being under attack and skips the complete filtering process.

Listing 4: Required characters to activate the filter
1 static bool isRequiredForInjection (UChar c)
2 {
3 return (c == ’\’’ || c == ’"’ ||
4 c == ’<’ || c == ’>’);
5 }

If, on the other hand, one of the characters mentioned in Listing 4 is
present in the request the Auditor investigates every token within the doc-
ument for injected values that might cause script execution. Thereby, this
process is threefold: First the Auditor looks for dangerous attributes, sec-
ond it conducts tag specific checks for certain attributes and third it filters
injected inline scripts.
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Dangerous Attributes are, in the view of the Auditor, attributes that
either contain a JavaScript URL or have the name of an inline event handler
(onclick, onload, etc.), as these attributes can enable XSS attacks. If such
an attribute is found, the Auditor searches for it within the corresponding
request. If a match is found, the filter assumes the attribute to be injected
and either deletes the complete attribute value in case of event handlers or
replaces the JavaScript URL with a benign URL.

Tag-specific filtering Besides event handlers and attributes containing
JavaScript URLs, other tag specific attributes that need to be filtered exist.
An attacker could, for example, inject a script tag and use the src attribute
to load an external script file. Hence, for any script token, the Auditor addi-
tionally checks the legitimacy of the src token. In total, the Auditor conducts
such checks for 18 additional attributes contained in 11 tokens (script, object,
param, embed, applet, iframe, meta, base, form, input, button).

Filter inline scripts Whenever the Auditor encounters a script tag, it
also validates whether the content between opening and closing tag has been
injected. If the content can be found in the request, it is replaced with an
empty string.

22 Limitations of String-based XSS Filters
In this Section we report on a detailed analysis we conducted to assess the
XSS Auditor’s protection capabilities with a focus on DOM-based XSS. We
are aware of the fact, that DOM-based XSS is not the primary target of the
XSS Auditor. Nevertheless, most of the identified issues are equally relevant
for reflected XSS. Hence, the results of this Section directly apply to the
filter’s overall detection and prevention capabilities.

22.1 Scope-related Issues
In general, the Auditor is called whenever potentially dangerous elements
are encountered during the initial parsing of the HTTP response. However,
these are not the only situations, in which attacker controlled data might
end up being interpreted as code. In this Section, we explore situations in
which the filter is not active and hence does not protect against attacks

eval As mentioned earlier, the Auditor is placed between the HTML parser
and the JavaScript engine to intercept potential XSS payloads. However, not
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every DOM-based XSS attack needs to go through the HTML parser. If a
Web site invokes the JavaScript function eval with user-provided data, the
execution will never pass the HTML parser. Therefore, the Auditor will
never see a malicious payload that an attacker injected into a call to eval.
As will be demonstrated later, eval is commonly used in Web applications.

innerHTML While script tags inserted via innerHTML are not executed,
it is still possible to execute JavaScript via inline event handlers. Hence,
innerHTML is also prone to XSS attacks. In earlier versions of the Auditor,
content parsed via innerHTML was also filtered. However, Google experienced
some performance drawbacks in innerHTML-heavy applications [76]. As a
consequence, the Auditor was disabled for document fragment parsing, which
is invoked upon an assignment to innerHTML.

Direct assignment to dangerous DOM properties Besides eval and
innerHTML it is also possible to trigger the execution of scripts without in-
voking a HTML parsing process as a few examples in Listing 5 show. As
no HTML parsing takes place in these cases, the XSS Auditor is never in-
voked. Hence, if a Web application assigns a user-controlled value to such a
DOM-property, an attacker is able to evade the filter.

Listing 5: Examples for dangerous DOM properties
1 var s = document . createElement (" script ");
2 s. innerText = " myFunction (1) "; // 1.
3 s.src = "http :// example .org/ script .js "// 2.
4
5 var i = document . createElement (" iframe ");
6 i.src = " javascript : myFunction (1)" // 3.
7
8 var a = document . createElement ("a");
9 a.href = " javascript : myFunction (1)" // 4.

Second order flows When investigating a token, the Auditor always val-
idates whether a suspicious value was contained within the preceding HTTP
request’s URL or body. However, as shown in [81] and [82] second order flows
are relevant for DOM-based XSS. So, for example, if a value is written into
a LocalStorage within one request-response cycle, it can be used to cause a
DOM-based XSS attack in another request-response pair. As the Auditor
only investigates the last request, it will not find the value sent with the
second-last request. LocalStorage is only one of many ways to persist data
across multiple HTTP requests as Cookies, WebStorage or the File API exist
nowadays.
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Alternative attack vectors It is not sufficient to check the URL and the
request body only in order to prevent DOM-based XSS attacks. Multiple
other sources of attacker-controllable data exist which could be abused to
inject malicious content into an application. Examples are the PostMessage
API, the window.name attribute, or the document.referrer attribute. As
the Auditor does not take these sources into account, they can be used to
evade the filter.

Furthermore, Bojinov et al. demonstrated that data can be injected by
an attacker via alternative communication channels. Thus, so-called cross-
channel scripting attacks also bypass the XSS Auditor [25].

Unquoted attribute injection During initialization, the Auditor checks
whether filtering is necessary by verifying the presence of the characters
shown in Listing 4. Thereby, it implicitly assumes that an attack is not possi-
ble without these characters. This assumption, however, is wrong. In Listing
6 we show a common vulnerability and the corresponding attack (note: the
value of the id attribute is not surrounded by quotes). In this example, the
payload does not make use of the required characters. Normally, the XSS
Auditor would block the src attribute containing the JavaScript URL. In
this case, however, it does not conduct any checks as it is deactivated.

Listing 6: Unquoted Attribute injection
1 var id = location .hash.slice (1);
2 var code = "< iframe id=" + id + " [...] >";
3 code += "</ iframe >";
4 document .write(code);
5
6 // attack payload within URL
7 "// example .org /#1 src= javascript :eval(name)"

22.2 String-matching-related Issues
In this Section we explore the limits of the implemented string matching
algorithms. Whenever the Auditor finds a potentially dangerous element or
attribute, it verifies whether the corresponding string representation can be
found in the request. If an attacker is able to mislead the string-matching
algorithm, the filter can be bypassed. Hence, the precision of this process
determines the filter’s effectiveness and hence the false positive and false
negative rates.
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22.2.1 Partial Injections

One of the assumptions the Auditor makes is that an attacker has to inject a
complete tag or attribute to successfully launch an attack. As a consequence,
the filter always aims to find the complete tag or the complete attribute
within the request. While this approach reduces false positives as it is very
unlikely that an application contains an existing tag or attribute in its URL
legitimately, it does not cater for the need of application-specific scenarios.
This assumption leads to potential problems in three different cases:

Attribute hijacking One of the first things the Auditor does is to check
whether a dangerous attribute was injected into the application. Hence,
whenever it discovers a dangerous attribute during the parsing process it
regenerates the string representation of the attribute and matches it against
the URL and the request body. Listing 7 shows the string generation process:

Listing 7: Attribute string matching
1 // current start token
2 <iframe [...] onload =" alert(’example ’)">
3 // Step 1: extract the dangerous attribute
4 onload =" alert(’example ’)"
5 // Step 2: Truncate after 100 characters
6 onload =" alert(’example ’)"
7 // Step 3: Truncate at a terminating char
8 onload =" alert(’

After detecting a potentially dangerous attribute the Auditor extracts
its decoded string representation. Then, it truncates the attribute at 100
chars to avoid the comparison of very long strings. It finally truncates the
string at one of seven so-called terminating characters (this is done to detect
attacks, that we will cover later). The resulting string is then matched against
the URL. Obviously, the resulting string always contains the name of the
potentially dangerous attribute. Hence, the underlying assumption here is
that the attacker always has to inject the attributes herself. In real-world
applications, however, attributes can often be hijacked by an attacker as
shown in Listing 8. Although the onload attribute is a dangerous event
handler attribute, the Auditor will not discover it within the URL, as the
onload attribute’s name is hardcoded within the application and not injected
by the attacker.

Listing 8: Attribute & Tag hijacking vulnerability
1 var h = location .hash.slice (1);
2 var code = "< iframe onload =’" + h + "’"
3 code += "[...] > </ iframe >";
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4 document .write(code);
5
6 // attack for attribute hijacking
7 "// example .org /# alert(’example ’)"
8 // attack for tag hijacking
9 "// example .org /#’ srcdoc = ’... ’"

Tag hijacking After checking for dangerous attributes, the Auditor con-
ducts tag specific attribute checks. Matching all attributes of all tokens
within an HTML Document against the URL and request body, however,
can be a very time consuming and error prone task. Therefore, the auditor
only matches an attribute against the URL if it can the find the tag’s name
in the URL. For example, if the filter investigates an iframe token it validates
whether the sequence <iframe is contained in the request before matching
the src or srcdoc attribute 6. Hence, if the injection point of a vulnerability
lies within such a tag, the attacker can hijack the tag and inject additional
attributes to it. As the tag itself is hardcoded the Auditor will skip any of
its checks for specific attributes. An example of this attack is provided in
Listing 8.

In-Script injections Another vulnerability that is not detectable by the
XSS Auditor is an injection inside of an existing inline script. As described
in Section 21.2, whenever the filter encounters a script tag, it matches the
complete inline content of the script against the request. However, real-world
Web applications often make use of dynamically generated inline scripts made
up from user-controllable input mixed with hardcoded values. Hence, instead
of injecting a script tag via the URL, an attacker is able to simply inject code
into an existing dynamic inline script. As a consequence, searching for the
complete script content within sources of user input will not be successful.

22.2.2 Trailing Content

A very similar problem to partial injections is trailing content. When real-
world Web applications write input to the document, they do not simply
write one single value coming from the user, but they use a string that was
constructed from hardcoded values as well as potentially attacker controlled
values. Listing 9 shows a real-world example.

6For iframe.srcdoc the tag hijacking attack is not possible anymore, as concurrent
research discovered this issue and reported it to Google. Upon the report Google changed
the behavior for srcdoc. However, for any other of the 18 special attributes, tag hijacking
still is an issue
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Listing 9: Exemplary String construction
1 var code = "< iframe src =’// example .org /";
2 code += getParamFromURL (" page_name ");
3 code += ".html ’></iframe >";;
4 document .write(code);
5
6 // attack payload :
7 "’ onload =’alert (1);foo"
8 // resulting code
9 "< iframe src =’// example .org/’
10 onload =’alert (1);foo.html ’>"

Note, that the injection point is inside the src attribute of the iframe
tag. Within this src attribute, the attacker-controllable input starts in the
middle of the attribute (after //example.org/) and some more content is
following the injection point (.html). When crafting an attack, the attacker
is able to use the trailing content within the payload to confuse the string
matching process. Despite of the fact, that the Auditor is aware of this issue
(source code comments indicate this) and defends against it, the current
defenses are not able to reliably detect which parts are actually injected by
the attacker and which parts are hardcoded within the Web application. We
found four bypasses, which are able to exploit this problem in different and
partly unexpected ways. Due to the high complexity and the limited space,
we omit a detailed explanation here.

22.2.3 Double Injections

Another conceptional flaw of string matching-based approaches is the inabil-
ity to discover concatenated values coming from more than one source of user
input. As shown in [82], a call to a security sensitive function contains on
average three potentially attacker provided substrings. Listing 10 shows an
example for such a double injection.

Listing 10: Exemplary double injection
1 var id = getParamFromURL ("id");
2 var name = getParamFromURL (" name ");
3 var code = "< iframe id=’" + id + "’";
4 code += " name =’" + name +" ’";
5 code += "[...] > </ iframe >";
6 document .write(code);
7
8 // attack
9 id="’/>< script >void (’"
10 name ="’);alert (1) </script >"
11 // resulting code
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12 <iframe id=’’/>
13 <script >void(’ name =’);alert (1) </script >
14 [...] > </ iframe >

As the call to document.write contains two injection points (id, name)
an attacker is able to split the payload. A specially crafted set of inputs, as
shown in the Listing, therefore leads to the creation of a valid script tag that
is a combination of both attacker inputs. In this case, the Auditor’s string
matching algorithm would search for void(’name=’);alert(1) within the
request. Finding this value in the URL, however, is not possible as the ’
name =’ part is hardcoded and not originating from the URL. Furthermore,
the attacker is able to arbitrarily change the order in which the values appear
within the URL. Hence, double injections are a severe conceptional problem
for string matching-based approaches. In total we identified three different
classes of double injection. The first class has been explained in the ex-
ample above. A call to document.write contains two injection points and
the injected values are independent from each other. Very similar to this
approach, the double injection pattern also applies to situations in which a
single value is used twice within a single call to a security sensitive function.
And last, double injection attacks can be conducted, if subsequent calls to
document.write are made containing attacker-controllable values.

22.2.4 Application-specific Input Mutation

Another assumption of the XSS Auditor is that input of the user always
reaches the parser without any modifications. If only one character of the
input changed, the string matching algorithm will fail to find the payload and
hence is not able to block the resulting attack. Application-specific encoding
functions or data formats, therefore, lead to situations in the filter can be
bypassed.

22.3 Practical Experiments
As demonstrated in the last Section we found a large number of conditions
under which the protection mechanisms of the XSS Auditor can be evaded.
In order to assess the severity of the identified issues for real-world appli-
cations, we conducted a practical experiment. We used the methodology
described in [82] to collect a set of 1,602 unique real-world DOM-based XSS
vulnerabilities on 958 domains. We then built a bypass generation engine to
verify whether a certain vulnerability allows to employ one of the bypassing
techniques described above.
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Using our taint-aware infrastructure we are able to determine the exact
injection context of a vulnerability. As soon as our infrastructure registered a
call to a security sensitive sink such as document.write, eval, or innerHTML,
it stores the string value and the exact taint information. Using a set of
patched HTML and JavaScript parsers, we can exactly determine the location
of the injection point. Using this data, we cannot only give an indication for
a filter evasion possibility, but also generate an exact bypass that takes the
injection point’s context into account. Using this technique we compiled a
set of bypasses that we evaluated against the vulnerabilities.

We were able to bypass the filter for 72.53% (1,162) of the 1,602 vulner-
abilities. Thereby, we were able to execute XSS attacks on 80.89% of all
vulnerable Web sites (775/958).

22.4 Analysis & Discussion
As demonstrated by our practical experiments, the XSS Auditor can be ren-
dered incapable of defending against DOM-based XSS attacks. We even
believe that the results are (at least to some extent) equally valid for re-
flected XSS. However, due to a missing set of server-side vulnerabilities for
validation, we will not go into details.

For DOM XSS we identified two issues that severely limit the filter’s
capabilities for detecting XSS attacks.

Placement One of the Auditor’s strength compared to Internet Explorer’s
and NoScript’s approach is its placement between the HTML parser and the
JavaScript engine. This way, the Auditor does not need to approximate the
browser’s behavior during the filtering process. However, as shown in Section
22.1, the current placement is still not suitable for real-world applications as
a lot of different attack scenarios have not been taken into account by the
filter. Currently, the Auditor is not able to catch JavaScript-based injection
attacks and situations in which HTML parsing is not conducted prior to a
script execution.

String matching Even if it would be possible to extend the Auditor’s
reach to the JavaScript engine and the so called DOM bindings, the string
matching algorithm is another conceptional problem that will be very diffi-
cult if not impossible to solve. In order to cope with the situation, the XSS
Auditor introduced a lot of additional checks and optimizations to thwart
attacks. Nevertheless, and despite the fact that a lot of bug hunters regu-
larly investigate the filter’s inner workings, we were able to find 13 bypasses
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targeting the string matching algorithm. All of the mentioned problems will
not disappear as employing string matching is inherently imprecise.

23 Preventing Client-side Injection Attacks
during Parse-time

As the previous Section has shown, current concepts of Cross-Site Scripting
filters are not sufficient to protect users against DOM-based XSS attacks. In
this Section, we discuss the methodology behind our newly proposed filter
as well as the corresponding policy considerations. We then go into detail
on the issue of handling postMessages in our filter and finally outline the
technical challenges we had to overcome to implement the concept into a
real-world browser.

23.1 Methodology Overview
As we have demonstrated in Section 22.2, client-side XSS filters relying on
string comparison lack the required precision for robust attack mitigation.
String comparison as an approximation of occurring data-flows is a necessary
evil for flows that traverse the server. However, this is not the case for
DOM-based XSS: The full data-flow occurs within the browser’s engines and
can thus be observed precisely. For this reason, we propose an alternative
protection mechanism that relies on run-time tracking of data-flows and taint-
aware parsers and makes use of two interconnected components:

• A taint-enhanced JavaScript engine that tracks the flow of attacker
controlled data.

• Taint-aware JavaScript and HTML parsers capable of detecting gener-
ation of code from tainted values.

This way, our protection approach reliably spots attacker-controlled data
during the parsing process and is able to stop cases in which tainted data
alters the execution flow of a piece of JavaScript. In the following, we discuss
the general concept and security policy, whereas we go into more detail on the
implementation in Sec. 23.4 and investigate the implications of our proposed
filtering approach in Sec. 24.1.
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23.2 Precise Code Injection Prevention
As we outlined in the previous Section, our protection approach relies on
precise byte-level taint-tracking.

In the following, we give a detailed overview on the necessary changes we
performed in order to implement our filtering approach. More specifically,
we made changes to the browser’s rendering engine, the JavaScript engine
and the so-called DOM bindings, which connect the two engines.

JavaScript Engine When encountering a piece of JavaScript code, the
JavaScript engine first tokenizes it to later execute it according to the EC-
MAScript language specification.

While it is a totally valid use case to utilize user-provided data within data
values such as String, Boolean or Integer literals, we argue that such a value
should never be turned into tokens that can alter a program’s control flow
such as a function call, or a variable assignment. We therefore propose that
the tokenization of potentially attacker-provided data should never result in
the generation of tokens other than literals. As our JavaScript engine is
taint-aware, the parser is always able to determine the origin of a character
or a token. Hence, whenever the parser encounters a token that violates our
policy, execution of the current code block can be terminated immediately.

Rendering Engine Besides injecting malicious JavaScript code directly
into an application, attackers are able to indirectly trigger the execution of
client-side code. For example, the attacker could inject an HTML tag, such
as the script or object tag, to make the browser fetch and execute an external
script or plugin applet. Hence, only patching the JavaScript engine is not
sufficient to prevent DOM-based XSS attacks. To address this issue, we ad-
ditionally patched the HTML parser’s logic on how to handle the inclusion of
external content. When including active content we again validate the origin
of a script’s or plugin applet’s URL based on our taint information. One
possible policy here is to reject URL containing tainted characters. However,
as we assess later, real-world applications commonly use tainted data within
URLs of dynamically created applets or scripts. Therefore, we allow tainted
data within such a remote URL, but we do not allow the tainted data to
be contained either in the protocol or the domain of the URL. This way, we
make sure that active content can only be loaded from hosts trusted by the
legitimate Web aplicaton.

DOM bindings Very similar to the previous case, the execution of remote
active content can also be triggered via a direct assignment to a script or
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object tag’s src attribute via the DOM API. However, this assignment does
not take place within the HTML parser, but via the DOM API. We, there-
fore, patched the so-called DOM bindings to implement the same policy as
mentioned above.

Intentional Untainting As our taint-aware browser rejects the generation
of code originating from a user-controllable source, we might break cases in
which such a generation is desired. A Web application could, for example,
thoroughly sanitize the input for later execution. In order to enable such
cases, we offer an API to taint and untaint strings. If a Web application
explicitly wants to opt-out of our protection mechanism, the API can be
used to remove taint from a string completely.

23.3 Handling Tainted JSON
While our policy effectively blocks the execution of attacker-injected JavaScript,
only allowing literals causes issues with tainted JSON. Although JavaScript
provides dedicated functionality to parse JSON, many programmers make
use of eval to do so. This is mainly due to the fact that eval is more toler-
ant, whereas JSON.parse accepts only well-formed JSON strings. Using our
proposed policy, we disallow tokens like braces or colons which are necessary
for parsing of JSON. In a preliminary crawl, we found that a large number
of applications make use of postMessages to exchange JSON objects across
origin boundaries. Hence, simply passing on completely tainted JSON to
the JavaScript parser would break all these applications, whereas allowing
the additional tokens to be generated from a JSON parse on a tainted string
might jeopardize our protection scheme. In order to not break these cases,
we implemented a separate policy for JSON contained within postMessages.
Whenever our implementation encounters a string we parse the it in a tol-
erant way and deserialize the resulting object again. This time however, we
only taint the data values within the JSON. This way, incompatible Web ap-
plications are still able to parse the JSON object via eval. However, as we
validated the JSON’s structure malicious payloads cannot be injected via the
JSON syntax. If a JSON object’s valid attributes are used later to generate
code, they are still tainted and attacks can be detected.

23.4 Implementation
To practically validate the feasibility of our protection approach, we con-
ducted a prototypical implementation based on the open source browser,
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Chromium, version 30.0.1561.0. This Section will provide details on a se-
lection of issues we encountered when implementing the desired protection
capabilities.

Equality problem for tainted strings: We had to decide when a
tainted string should be considered equal to an untainted version as this
requirement is dependent on the situation at hand. Under certain circum-
stances, we do want to consider them as being equal, but there are also
conditions under which equality should not be given. For example, when
creating DOM elements from tainted strings, we do want a tainted string to
be equal to an untainted version, because the tainted string should match the
untainted version for the correct element to be created. If the strings would
not match, the correct element could not be looked up and hence an unknown
(or custom) element would be created. On the other hand, when looking up
a string in a cache, we do not want the tainted version to be equal to an
untainted one, because a potentially untainted version and we would thus
lose taint. For performance reasons, WebKit uses addresses of certain strings
it considers to be unique to perform an equality check. We thus needed to
implement a fall back method for the equality check on tainted strings if we
desire a tainted string to be equal to its untainted version.

Attaching taint to JavaScript Tokens: To prevent code strings from
untrusted sources to generate code, we attached another bit of information
to the tokens generated. We thus needed to broaden the interface not only
leading to the JavaScript lexer, but also to the parser. V8 not only has
a parser for the JavaScript language, but also for JSON to efficiently read
serialized data. While it was conceptually easy to attach another bit to the
generated tokens, a sophisticated buffering logic inside V8 needed to be made
taint aware. A variety of CharacterStream classes buffer characters of an
input stream to be consumed by the scanner and also enables it to push
back characters if it did not accept them. To enable taint propagation, all
classes of an inheritance hierarchy at least three levels deep needed to be
changed. Also, due to V8 itself generating machine code for the target CPU,
we needed to either manipulate the generated code or make it jump into the
C++ implementation.

24 Practical Evaluation
After the implementation of our modified engine as well as the augmented
HTML and JavaScript parsers, we evaluated our approach in three different
dimensions. In this Section we shed light on the compatibility of our approach
with the current Web, discuss its protection capabilities, and finally evaluate
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its performance in comparison to the vanilla implementation of Chromium
as well as the most commonly used others browsers.

24.1 Compatibility
While a secure solution seems desirable, it will not be accepted by users if it
negatively affects existing applications. To investigate how many applications
we break with our approach, we studied how often either injected JavaScript
or HTML is blocked during regular usage of Web applications.

24.1.1 Compatibility of JavaScript Parsing Rules

In order to find out whether our proposed methodology breaks existing Web
applications, we crawled the Alexa Top 10,000 domains with our filter en-
abled, assuming that we are not subject to XSS attacks. However, instead of
only blocking execution, we also sent a report back to a backend of ours each
time the execution of code would have been blocked. Among the information
sent to the backend were the URL of the page that triggered the exception,
the exact string that was being parsed as well as the corresponding taint in-
formation. Also, we included the offset of the token which caused the parser
to block. In this crawl, we activated the tainting of postMessages to get an
idea of how often content from postMessages was passed to eval and did not
apply the selective untainting of JSON as discussed in Sec. 23.2. We found
that out of the 96,916 reports we gathered, 95,548 could be attributed to
only being made out of postMessages as well as benign, hardcoded data. We
now discuss the results of our compatibility crawl without postMessages and
go into detail on them in the following.

After this first filtering step, the data set was reduced to a total number of
1,368 reported taint exceptions in the parser. We then determined the Alexa
rank of the domain corresponding to the URL of the report, which resulted
in a total of 27 domains on which JavaScript execution was interrupted by
our taint-aware parser. Manual analysis of the data showed that on each of
these 27 domains, only one JavaScript code snippet was responsible for the
violation of our parsing policy. We thus for each domain took one sample
URL and checked to see if it was susceptible to a DOM-XSS attack. Out of
the 27 domains for which our proposed approach caused an incompatibility,
21 domains could be exploited leveraging the careless use of user-provided
data. In our notion, if our filter breaks functionality in an application’s
code that is susceptible to a DOM-based XSS attack, the filter has rightfully
stopped this.
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Of the remain six domains we did not find exploits for, three were as-
sociated with Google and utilized JSON coming from the URL. As Google
applies a regular expression to only pass valid JSON to eval, these were ac-
tual incompatibilities with secure code. This issue, however, could be fixed, if
in this case Google would use our untaint API to mark the JSON secure. Out
of the remaining three, one utilized integer format checking before passing
the data to eval and one – which was loaded inside an iframe – sliced a very
small part out of the path of its parent document. Changing the path of the
parent document led to a different page not containing the aforementioned
iframe. The last incompatibility was caused by an application that inserted
a new iframe element into the page which was then used to communicate
between two scripts. Hence, even though the script code was using a part
of the URL, this was coming from the previously added iframe. Since the
iframe’s source URL could not be tampered with by the attacker, this site
was also not susceptible to a DOM-based XSS attack.

We then re-analyzed all pages which had reports related to postMessages
again, this time applying our proposed JSON untainting. In this, we found
that the total number of policy-violating calls to eval was reduced by about
95%, leaving only a total of 23 domains with incompatibilities. Further anal-
ysis showed that ten of these employed the same JavaScript-powered chat
which caused the issues, whereas two used a JSON-like object (missing the
quotation marks on the property identifiers and thus triggering an exception)
and the remaining were direct execution of JavaScript code stemming from
postMessages. Manual audit of the code showed that one page employed no
origin check at all and could be exploited, whereas another snippet imple-
mented the origin check in an improper way but was hard to exploit due to
a race condition.

Summarizing, our investigation and analysis have shown that out of
10,000 domains we crawled, our proposed filter approach only disturbs the
normal functionality of 51 domains, whereas this functionality actually caused
vulnerabilities on 22 domains.

24.1.2 Compatibility of HTML Injection Rules

As discussed in the previous Section, our modified browser refuses to execute
external scripts if any character in the domain is stemming from an untrusted
source. To investigate how many applications would potentially break when
employing the aforementioned policy, we implemented a reporting feature for
HTML injection into our engine. This feature would always send a report
containing the URL of the page, the HTML to be parsed, as well as the exact
taint information to the backend. In total, we gathered 2,393,739 reports of
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partially tainted HTML being parsed. We give a detailed report on the
injected HTML we found in Sec. 25. In the following, we will focus solely on
tainted sources for external scripting resources and active content in respect
to the impact of our proposed filter.

In our data set, we found 1,300,713 scripts which had a src attribute
containing at least one tainted character. Out of these, 8,667 script elements
distributed over a total of 67 domains had a tainted character in the domain
of the included external script. Manual code audit and testing showed that
we could successfully inject arbitrary script sources into documents on 60
of these domains, leaving only seven false positives of our filter. Analogous
to JavaScript injections, we do not count these domains as incompatible,
since they are actually vulnerable to an attack. Additionally, we found three
domains which utilized base.href such that the domain name contained
tainted characters and thus, blocked these pages. We also found two domains
with policy-violating input.formaction attributes as well as one domain
with a tainted domain name in an embed.src attribute.

As we discussed previously, we also examine assignments to security-
critical DOM properties like script.src or base.href and block them ac-
cording to our policy. In these APIs, we found a 60 additional domains
which used policy-violating assignments. Out of these, we could successfully
exploit eight which we therefore do not count as false positives. Out of the
remaining 52 domains we gathered reports for, 45 were related to two adver-
tisement providers who extract the URL of the external script they wanted
to include directly from the location. However, we could not exploit these
since whitelisting of second-level domains was employed

In total, the filtering rules we propose in respect to HTML injection and
property access for the corresponding DOM APIs cause incompatibilities
on 0.58% of the Alexa Top 10,000 domains, whereas 0.45% are cross-domain
advertising resources. We therefore argue that these resources are not critical
to the correct functionality of the application and thus we only inhibit the
functionality of 0.13% of the pages we analyzed.

24.1.3 Summary

The compatibility crawl we performed on the Alexa Top 10,000 provided
us with insights towards the issues which might be caused by our filter: In
total 0.29% of the domains we analyzed exhibited potential false positives
when applying our JavaScript security policy. Furthermore, the HTML secu-
rity policies raise issues with 0.58% of the analyzed domains. However, only
0.13% of these issues interfere with the application itself, whereas the re-
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maining 0.45% only inhibit advertisements hosted on these pages.To set this
in context: The rate of true positives, i.e. blocking events of our JavaScript
and HTML engines that were indeed due to validated cases of exploitable
vulnerabilities, is as high as the observed false positive rate with 0.89% of
the analyzed domains.

Given the fact that a false positive, at worst, breaks a single JavaScript
component, while an XSS exploit compromises the whole site and taking both
the absolute and relative numbers into account, it is safe to conclude that our
robust protection capabilities clearly exceed the potential annoyances due to
isolated incompatibilities.

24.2 Protection
To ensure that our protection scheme does not perform worse than the origi-
nal Auditor, we re-ran all exploits that successfully triggered when the Audi-
tor was disabled. All exploits were caught by the JavaScript parser, showing
that our scheme is at least as capable of stopping DOM-based Cross-Site
Scripting as the Auditor.

To verify the effectiveness of our proposed protection scheme, we ran all
generated exploits and bypasses against our newly designed filter. To mini-
mize side-effects, we also disabled the XSS Auditor completely to ensure that
blocking would only be conducted by our filtering mechanism. As we dis-
cussed in Sec. 22.2, alongside the scoping-related issues that were responsible
for the successful bypassing of the Auditor by the first generation of exploits,
other issues related to string matching arose. In the following, we briefly
discuss our protection scheme in respect to stopping these kinds of exploits.

Scoping: eval and innerHTML In contrast to the XSS Auditor, our
filtering approach is fully capable of blocking injections into eval due to
the fact that it is implemented directly in the JavaScript parser. In the
XSS Auditor, innerHTML is not checked for performance reasons. To check
whether a given token was generated from a tainted source, a simple boolean
flag has to be checked, therefore we do not have these performance-inhibiting
issues.

Injection attacks targeting DOM APIs In our experiments, we did
not specifically target the direct assignment to security-critical DOM API
properties. Inside the API, analogous to the HTML parser, assignment to one
of these critical properties might cause direct JavaScript execution (such as a
javascript: URL for an iframe.src) or trigger loading of remote content.
For the first case, our taint-tracking approach is capable of persisting the
taint information to the execution of the JavaScript contained in the URL
and hence, the DOM API does not have to intervene. For the loading of
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remote content, the rules of the HTML parser are applied, disallowing the
assignment of the property if the domain name contains tainted characters.

Partial injection One of the biggest issues, namely partial injection, was
stopped at multiple points in our filter. Depending on the element and at-
tribute which could be hijacked, the attack vector either consisted of injected
JavaScript code or of an URL attribute used to retrieve foreign content (e.g.
through script.src). For the direct injection of JavaScript code, the pre-
viously discussed JavaScript parser was able to stop all exploit prototypes,
whereas for exploits targeting URL attributes, the taint-aware HTML parser
successfully detected and removed these elements, thus stopping the exploit.

Trailing content and double injection The bypasses which we catego-
rized as trailing content are targeting a weakness of the Auditor, specifically
the fact that it searches for completely injected tags whereas double injec-
tion bypasses take advantage of the same issue. Both, trailing content and
double injections, can be abused to either inject JavaScript code or control
attributes which download remote script content. Hence, analogous to par-
tial injection, the filtering rules in the HTML and JavaScript parsers could
in conjunction with the precise origin information stop all exploits.

Second order flows and alternative attack vectors Similar to in-
jection attacks targeting the direct assignment of DOM properties through
JavaScript, we did not generate any exploits for second order flows. However,
we persist the taint information through intermediary sources like the Web-
Storage API. Therefore, our prototype is fully capable of detecting the origin
of data from these intermediary source and can thus stop these kinds of ex-
ploits as well. As for postMessages, window.name and document.referrer,
our implementation taints all these sources of potentially attacker-controlled
data and is hence able to stop all injection attacks pertaining to these sources.

Application-specific input mutation Our engine propagates taint
information through string modification operations. Therefore, it does not
suffer the drawbacks of current implementations based on string matching.
All exploits targeting vulnerabilities belonging to this class could be caught
within our HTML and JavaScript parsers.

24.3 Performance
In order to evaluate the performance of our implementation we conducted ex-
periments with the popular JavaScript benchmark suites Sunspider, Kraken,
and Octane as well as the browser benchmark suite Dromaeo. Sunspider
was developed by the WebKit authors with a “focus on short-running tests
[that have] direct relevance to the web” [115]. Google has developed Octane
which includes “5 new benchmarks created from full, unaltered, well-known
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web applications and libraries” [27]. Mozilla has developed Kraken which
“focuses on realistic workloads and forward-looking applications” [73]. Dro-
maeo, which is a combination of several JavaScript and HTML/DOM tests
finally serves as a measure of the overall impact our implementation has on
the everyday browsing experience.

All tests ultimately lead to a single numerical value, either being a time
needed for a run (the lower the better) or a score (the higher the better),
reflecting the performance of the browser under investigation. For runtime
(score) values, the results were divided by the values obtained for the unmod-
ified version of the Web browser (vice versa). These serve as the baseline for
our further comparisons. With the obtained results, we computed a slow-
down factor reflecting how many times slower our modified version is. To set
these numbers into context, we also evaluated other popular Web browsers,
namely Internet Explorer 11 and Firefox 26.0. To eliminate side effects of,
e.g. the operating system or network latency, we ran each of the bench-
marking suites locally for ten times using an Intel Core i7 3770 with 16GB
of RAM. All experiments, apart from Internet Explorer, were conducted in
a virtual machine running Ubuntu 13.04 64-bit on that system, whereas IE
was benchmarked natively running Windows 7.

Figure 8 shows the results of our experiments. The results are shown nor-
malized to the results of the unmodified version of Chromium, which serves
as a baseline at 100%. Internet Explorer employs an optimization to detect
and remove dead code, which causes it to have significantly better perfor-
mance under the Sunspider benchmark than the other Web browsers [149].
As the results generated by all browsers under the Kraken benchmark were
varying rather strongly, we ran the browsers in our virtual machines 50 times
against the Kraken benchmark. However, we still see a rather high standard
error of the mean for all the browsers. To give an estimation of the upper
bound of the performance impact incurred by our implementation, we also
ran the benchmarks with a version that assumes every string to be tainted,
to force it use as much of our new logic as possible. As we discussed in
Sec. 23.4, our engine usually only switches to this runtime implementation
if the operation is conducted on a tainted string. By forcing every string
to be considered as tainted, we expected to observe a slowdown compared
to the unmodified binary. Compared to other Web browsers, however, the
performance hit of our implementation does not seem to be significant as
both, Firefox and Internet Explorer, have a higher slowdown factor than our
modified version.

More precisely, by calculating the average over the observed slowdown
factors for our modified version of 1.27, 1.15, 1.14, and 1.11, we see that our
implementation incurs, in the worst case, an overhead of 17% compared to
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Figure 8: Results of Web browsers running benchmark suites compared to
the unmodified Chromium version, with mean and standard error after 10
(50 for Kraken) runs.
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the unmodified version. Other popular Web browsers have a slowdown factor
of at least 1.19. As these Web browsers have a significant market share, we
claim that the performance impact of our modifications is well within bounds
for users to accept.

25 Outlook: HTML Injection
As we discussed in Section 23.4, our engine allows for precise tracking of
tainted data throughout the execution of a program and hence, also to the
HTML parser. Therefore, our approach also enables the browser to precisely
block all attacker-injected HTML even it is not related to Cross-Site Script-
ing. This, however was out of scope for this work. Since this is relevant
future work, we give a short glimpse into the current state of the Web in
respect to partially tainted HTML passed to the parser.

To gather insight on the usage of tainted HTML markup, we conducted
a compatibility crawl in which we analyzed a total of 9,304,036 documents,
out of which 632,109 generated 2,393,739 reports. Typically, each of the
HTML snippets contained the definition of more than one tag. In total, we
found that parsing the snippets yielded in 3,650,506 tainted HTML elements,
whereas we consider an element tainted if either the tag name, any attribute
name or any attribute value is tainted. Considering the severity of attacker-
controllable HTML snippets, we distinguish four types.

1. Tag injection (TI): the adversary can inject a tag with a name of his
choosing.

2. Attribute injection (AI): injection of the complete attribute, namely
both name and value

3. Full attribute value injection (FAVI): full control over the value, but
not the name

4. Partial attribute value injection (PAVI): attacker only controls part of
the attribute

We analyzed the data we gathered in our crawl to determine whether
blocking of tainted HTML data is feasible and if so, with what policy. Our
analysis showed that out of the Top 10,000 Alexa domains, just one made
legitimate use of full tag injection.

The analysis also unveiled that the most frequently tainted elements –
namely a, script, iframe and img – made up for 3,503,655 and thus over
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FAVI PAVI
Top 10k all Top 10k all

iframe.src 349 2,222 384,946 438,415
script.src 4,215 8,667 1,078,015 1,292,046
a.href 124,812 133,838 1,162,093 1,191,598
img.src 5,128 6,791 275,579 312,033
Domains 799 1,014 4,446 6,772

Table 12: Amounts of full and partial value injection for domains in the
Alexa Top 10,000 and beyond.

95% of all elements containing any tainted data. Hence, we focused our
analysis on these and examined which attributes were tainted. Analogous to
our definition of a tainted element, we consider an attribute to be tainted
if either its name or value contains any tainted characters. Considering this
notion, we – for each of the four elements – ascertained which attribute
is most frequently injected using tainted data. For a elements, the most
frequent attribute containing tainted data was href, whereas script, iframe
and img tags mostly had tainted src attributes. Although we found no case
where the name of an attribute was tainted, we found a larger number of
elements with full attribute value injection. The results of our study are
depicted in Table 12, which shows the absolute numbers of occurrences. We
also gathered reports from documents on domains not belonging to the Alexa
Top 10,000 as content is often included from those. The first number in each
column gives the amount for documents on the Alexa Top 10,000, whereas
the second number shows the number for all documents we crawled.

Summarizing, we ascertain that taint tracking in the browser can also be
used to stop HTML injection. Our study on tainted HTML content on the
Alexa Top 10,000 domains has shown that blocking elements with tainted
names is a viable way of providing additional security against attacks like
information exfiltration [30] while causing just one incompatibly. We also
discovered that the applications we crawled do not make use of tainted at-
tribute names, hence we assume that blocking tainted attributes does also
not cause incompatibilities with the current Web. However, blocking HTML
that either has fully or partially tainted attribute values does not appear to
be feasible, since our analysis showed that 8% of all domains make use of
fully tainted attribute values whereas more than 44% used partially tainted
values in their element’s attributes. As there is an overlap between these
two groups of domains, the total number of domains that would causes in-
compatibilities is 4,622, thus resulting in more than 46% incompatibilities.
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Thus, we established that, although blocking HTML is technically possible
with our implementation, this would most likely break a large number of
applications.

26 Related work
XSS Filter As already mentioned earlier, the conceptually closest work to
this chapter is Bates et al.’s [23] analysis of regular expression-based XSS
filters and the subsequent proposal of the methodology that constitutes the
basis for the XSS Auditor. Furthermore, Pelizzi and Sekar [112] proposed
potential improvements for Bates et al.’s method in order to address the
problem of partial injections. However, as their approach is also, in essence,
based on string-comparison, it shares the same conceptual shortcomings with
the Auditor and, thus, is susceptible to similar bypasses. Furthermore, the
presented approach is not fully evaluated, especially in respect to the oc-
curring false positive rate. Besides this, and the other two major browser-
based XSS filters [90, 123], the majority of XSS protection approaches, such
as [70,84,101,103], reside on the server-side.

Filter evasion is an active topic, especially in the offensive community.
Academic approaches in this area include, for instance, the work by Heiderich
et al. on SVG-based evasions [56] and filter evasion by misusing browser-
based parser quirks and mutations [58], and approaches that rely on parser
confusion and polyglots, such as Barth et al. [20], and Magazinius et al. [87].

Dynamic taint-tracking Taint propagation is a well established tool to
address injection attacks. After its initial introduction within the Perl inter-
preter [144], various server-side approaches have been presented that rely on
this technique [24,103,105,114,135]. Browser-based, dynamic taint-tracking
was pioneered by DOMinator [39]. Furthermore, FLAX [128] and Lekies et
al. [82] utilized taint-enhanced JavaScript engines to detect DOMXSS.

27 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented the design, implementation, and thorough eval-
uation of a client-side countermeasure which is capable to precisely and ro-
bustly stop DOM-based XSS attacks. Our mechanism relies on the combi-
nation of a taint-enhanced JavaScript engine and taint-aware parsers, that
block the parsing of attacker controlled syntactic content. Existing measures,
such as the XSS Auditor, are still valuable to combat XSS in cases that are
out of scope of our approach, namely XSS which is caused by vulnerable data
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flows that traverse the server. However, for purely client-side vulnerabilities,
our approach is vastly superior. Furthermore, the incurred run-time over-
head is well in range of standard browser performance and the observable
false positive rate is negligible. Hence, a native integration of our approach
appears to be feasible. An adoption of our measure would effectively lead to
an extinction of DOM-based XSS and thus significantly improve the security
properties of the Web browser overall.
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Part IV

PhishSafe: Leveraging Modern
JavaScript API’s for
Transparent and Robust
Protection
The term “phishing" describes a class of social engineering attacks on au-
thentication systems, that aim to steal the victim’s authentication credential,
e.g., the username and password. The severity of phishing is recognized since
the mid-1990’s and a considerable amount of attention has been devoted to
the topic. However, currently deployed or proposed countermeasures are ei-
ther incomplete, cumbersome for the user, or incompatible with standard
browser technology. In this paper, we show how modern JavaScript API’s
can be utilized to build PhishSafe, a robust authentication scheme, that is
immune against phishing attacks, easily deployable using the current browser
generation, and requires little change in the end-user’s interaction with the
application. We evaluate the implementation and find that it is applicable
to web applications with low efforts and causes no tangible overhead.

28 Introduction
From a security point of view, passwords are a terrible choice for authen-
tication. They are easily stolen. Often, they are easy to guess, due to the
fact that they were chosen in a fashion that allows the user to remember
them (e.g., names of pets, children, or cars). And they are frequently reused,
causing the compromise of one server to probably affect several independent
applications as well.

However, it is an unrealistic assumption, that we will reach a situation,
in which password-based authentication looses its significance, even in the
presence of well designed password-less techniques, such as client-side SSL au-
thentication, and promising new developments, such as Mozilla Persona [100].

Unlike all alternatives, the user’s requirements to utilize password authen-
tication are extremely light-weight: All she needs to logon, is to remember
her username and password. Password-less authentication systems either
require preconfigured state on the device, such as installed client-side cer-
tificates, the presence of specific hardware, such as smart card readers, or
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the possession of additional items, e.g., a cell phone to obtain out-of-band
credentials [51].

This characteristic of password authentication is even amplified in the
presence of web applications: The only remaining software requirement is,
that on the utilized computer a web browser is installed, something that can
be taken for granted since several years. Hence, no matter in which situation
a user is, as long as she remembers her password and has a networked device
with a web browser at her disposal, she is able to access her applications. No
other system for networked applications offers similar properties. It can even
be argued that the ease of password authentication was one of the success-
factors of the web.

However, the passwords’ strength – their ease of use – is also their biggest
weakness: As easily they are entered, as easily they are stolen, in case that
a used password field is actually under the control of the attacker.

In variants, this class of attack, known under the term phishing, is proba-
bly as old as the discipline of password authentication itself, having its roots
in social engineering attacks [99]. The severity of phishing is recognized since
the mid-1990’s and a considerable amount of attention has been devoted to
the topic. However, as we will show in Section 29, currently deployed or
proposed countermeasures are either incomplete, cumbersome for the user,
or incompatible with standard browser technology.

In this paper, we present PhishSafe, a light-weight approach that pro-
vides robust security guarantees, even in case that the user’s password was
successfully stolen. The core of our approach is a transparent browser-
personalization process, that is invisible to the user. This way, unlike the
majority of existing anti-phishing approaches, PhishSafe does not burden
the user with altered authentication interaction or additional burdens, such
as recognizing security indicators or visual authenticity clues. On the con-
trary: As long as a user predominately uses only a single browser, she won’t
notice a difference to the currently established, insecure scheme.

Paper Organization
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: The next section pro-
vides an in-depth discussion of phishing attack vectors, current solutions and
their shortcomings, and the user as the weakest link in phishing protection as
well as a definition of the attacker models considered in this paper. Section 30
presents the concept of PhishSafe, our authentication scheme to overcome
phishing attacks. Section 31 describes the implementation of PhishSafe and
provides technical details. The evaluation is given in Section 32. Section 33
discusses related work before Section 34 concludes.
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29 Phishing Attacks
While phishing attacks have a long history, phishing activity has not de-
creased over time (see Fig. 10). The attackers’ strategy, however, has changed
to counter the anti-phishing means in use, for instance, phishing sites move
faster to prevent blacklisting (see Fig. 9). In this section, we describe modern
phishing attack methods, model the attackers’ capabilities, evaluate proposed
anti-phishing solutions, and analyze why those solutions have not signifi-
cantly reduced phishing activities.

29.1 Attack Method
The Anti-Phishing Working Group (APWG)7 states that phishing schemes
use “spoofed e-mails purporting to be from legitimate businesses and agen-
cies, designed to lead consumers to counterfeit websites that trick recipients
into divulging financial data such as usernames and passwords.” [139] At-
tackers usually send emails or personal instant messages and put pressure
on the recipients to perform actions intended by the attacker. For instance,
recipients are told that their email quota is reached, their credit card is dis-
abled, or an invoice has not been paid. Usually, to increase the pressure
and omit a reconsideration, immediate steps are allegedly necessary. These
steps require logging into an account on a website. In this scenario, attackers
know the target business. All they need to do is copy the public design of the
website and send bulk emails. In order to educate customers, anti-phishing
campaigns published rules of conduct. For example, users are advised to not
click on links embedded in emails if the link does not include the expected
domain of the (seeming) sender. As another rule of thumb, reliable emails
contain the recipient’s name and maybe other personal information which is
supposedly not known to a phisher.

The following attack vectors emerged in the past and illustrate the ongo-
ing arms race between phishers and the anti-phishing community.

29.1.1 Concealing the Target Domain

In order to answer the anti-phishing suggestions, phishers took measures to
make embedded links look familiar to the user. These measures range from
open redirects on the target website, over URLs featuring a target domain
prefix and URL shorteners hiding the target, up to malicious relying parties
in single sign-on protocols.

7http://www.apwg.org/
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Open Redirects First of all, a phisher’s chance is considerably higher
if the link the victim is supposed to click appears to belong to the expected
domain. In that sense, an attacker can succeed if he finds an open redirect
function on the target web application. Web applications redirect their users
for several reasons: when a requested web page is not found (HTTP 404),
users are redirected to a landing page that explains what happened. Webmail
providers redirect their customers via ‘de-referrers’ to avoid that the actual
URL of the read email appears as a part of the subsequent request to the for-
eign domain (in the Referrer header). Open redirects do not sanitize their
input, i.e., the redirect target and source. Given that the attacker prepared
a phishing site for example.com that has an open redirect, he can send out
emails asking users to click on https://www.example.com/redirect?target=example-attack.com.
A better masking is possible by URL encoding the target parameter. Finally,
the victim sees an https link to the expected domain and can eventually
check the SSL lock on https://www.example-attack.com but is attacked,
though.

Confusing URLs Second, it is often sufficient to make the URL appear
innocent at a first glance.

Non-expert users can hardly distinguish between the host, domain, and
path elements of a URL. Phishers exploit this weakness crafting links like
https://www.example.com.attacker-domain.com which seem to contain
the expect domain name example.com. Similar approaches include typos in
the URL, e.g. https://www.gooogle.com.

A more sophisticated attack is known as international domain name
(IDN) homograph attack [50]. This attack makes use of so-called homo-
graphs, characters from non-latin alphabets that are indistinguishable for
humans but interpreted by browsers as different symbols.

URL Shorteners The emerging trend towards URL shorteners, that
save characters on Twitter and prevent line breaks in emails, makes people
familiar with short URLs and redirects to unpredictable URLs. Attackers ex-
ploit that people are more used to click on links from bit.ly, tinyurl.com,
is.gd, or goo.gl than on links containing unknown domains. If the tar-
get website looks convincing enough, the user’s focus is caught on the con-
tent [151].

Malicious Relying Parties Single sign-on (SSO) protocols require the
user to log in once with her identity provider to obtain access to all related
accounts. If the user first visits a relying party, she is redirected to her iden-
tity provider. A malicious relying party can redirect the user to a phishing
identity provider to request the user’s credentials.
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29.1.2 Spear Phishing

Spear Phishing denotes a particular phishing attack vector that targets a
set of victims the attacker has information about. While this attack is re-
stricted to those users the attacker could gain knowledge about, it can still
hit thousands of users. The first step in a common scenario is a data leak
of a company’s customer database. In most cases, there is a laxer security
policy in place if the database does not contain critical data like passwords,
social security numbers, or credit card information. Using the obtained data,
however, an attacker can address his victims personally including the name,
correct email address, and account number which used to be an indicator of
a benign message.

29.1.3 Browser-less Phishing

A phisher can circumvent browser-based countermeasures if the user does
not use her browser to follow his instructions. As a matter of fact, users
regularly experience that colleagues or friends quickly ask for information by
email or instant messenger. Phishers convey the notion of this scenario to
make their victims reply with the credentials.

29.2 Attacker Models
In order to estimate a phishing attacker’s capabilities, we define two attack-
ers. These attackers define the scope of our work, i.e., we present exist-
ing approaches against these kinds of attackers in Section 29.3 and propose
PhishSafe, our countermeasure, in Section 30.

We consider a phishing attacker as a remote web participant. He is able to
set up websites and email accounts, can send emails and messages via instant
messengers (IMs). He can obtain valid SSL certificates for his domains. We
do not assume timing constraints, i.e., he can react immediately on any input
at all time.

Moreover, we consider an XSS attacker. He has all capabilities of the
phishing attacker but can also inject JavaScript code into vulnerable web
pages.

Neither of both has control over the user’s platform nor over the network.
We neglect browser vulnerabilities and respective exploits. Also, they can
not break cryptography.
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29.3 Current Solutions
Several approaches have been applied so far to mitigate phishing attacks. In
this section, we name them and explain their strengths and weaknesses. We
find that they are either incomplete, cumbersome for the user, or incompat-
ible with standard browser technology.

29.3.1 Incomplete Countermeasures

One class of countermeasures suffers from incompleteness in terms of false
positives and false negatives, i.e., they do not protect against phishing on
some sites and prevent access to genuine sites suspected to phishing.

Browser vendors, e.g. Microsoft8 and Google9, as well as third parties,
e.g. PhishTank10, provide lists of malicious and genuine websites. Browsers
query their list upon accessing a website and check whether this site is known
for phishing. The blacklists suffer from a window of vulnerability between
the setup of a phishing site and its listing [132]. This window can be de-
creased by real-time queries towards the list providers for each unknown
domain. The additional online query slows down page loading and reveals
almost the complete browsing history to the list providers. List providers
went over to classify websites automatically to capture phishing sites ear-
lier [148], however, at the expense of accuracy, i.e., more false positives and
false negatives [85]. The extraction of features from phishing sites provoked
an arms race between phishers, who have a financial interest in passing those
filters, and the blacklist providers. Among other features, phishers reduce
the uptimes of their sites (see Figure 9) to make the blacklists come to noth-
ing. The trend lasts and led to an average uptime of one day in 2012 leaving
only very short reaction time to blacklist providers [138].

29.3.2 Countermeasures Cumbersome for the User

Another class of approaches makes use of the increasing propagation of mobile
devices. Users need to enter a second credential that is either received or
generated by their mobile device in order to login or perform critical actions.
This breaks their ongoing workflow as they need to switch to a different
device. Example implementations include Google Authenticator [51] and one-
time passwords sent to cell phones. Beside the fact that malware now also
targets mobile devices to intercept received tokens [41], both approaches can

8http://windows.microsoft.com/en-US/windows-vista/
Phishing-Filter-frequently-asked-questions

9https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/99020?hl=en
10http://www.phishtank.com/
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Figure 9: The Average Online Time of Phishing Sites in Days Between Oct
’04 and Dec ’07, the Time of Acquisition by the APWG, src: Regular APWG
Phishing Attack Trends Reports [140]

not help against our attacker models (see above) because the attacker only
needs to wait for the victim to enter her credentials and relay all gathered
user data to the actual web application in real time. This way, the user
serves as an oracle that provides the needed information. In this scenario,
the attacker plays the role of a man in the middle without manipulation on
the network layer.

Client-side SSL aims at replacing username/password-based logins. Though
SSL could overcome most of currently known weaknesses in knowledge-based
authentication, it has not become popular probably due to its setup complex-
ity for non-expert users. Finally, SSL certificates are hardly portable. A user
can login to web accounts from every device using an off-the-shelf browser and
her password. It is rather difficult to store, carry, and use an SSL certificate
securely on an untrusted computer.

29.3.3 Countermeasures Incompatible with Standard Browser Tech-
nology

A family of approaches extends the user’s browser [29, 32, 38, 60, 74, 96, 118,
121,122,130,141,152,154–156] (see Section 33 for details). Browser extensions
and toolbars share a number of drawbacks:

• They provide no protection by default but only protect risk-aware users
after installation.
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• They are inherently incompatible with standard browser technology
and can only protect users of supported browsers while porting them
to other browsers is hard. [116]

• The majority of browser-based solutions aims at detecting phishing
websites while accessed. However, most users ignore issued warnings
and more rely on the web content to estimate a website’s authentic-
ity. [151]

• Browser toolbars, that classify websites into phishing and harmless, are
susceptible to false positives and false negatives, i.e. letting phishing
sites pass while warning of genuine sites. Case studies showed that a
high detection rate often comes with a high false positive rate. [161]

• Phishing is a particular problem on mobile devices while existing ap-
proaches are hard to port because of the limited screen size. [47]

• Phishers can evade most browser-based protection approaches by ask-
ing victims to reply by email to their inquiry.

29.3.4 Summary

We can conclude that the existing approaches still leave room for phishing
attacks. None of the current solutions offers thorough protection for all
users. The volatile number of active phishing sites reflect the ongoing arms
race between phishers and anti-phishing blacklist providers (see Figure 10).
The more stable number of phishing campaigns shows the unabated activity
of phishers over a long period. Matters are complicated by more targeted
spear phishing attacks which are harder to detect by generic features than
common large-scale attacks.

Emerging consumer-oriented SSO protocols like Mozilla Persona [100],
OpenID [117], and OAuth [110] decrease the user’s attack surface. Neverthe-
less, they still require user logins with the identity provider and, thus, cannot
remedy phishing attacks. SAML [83] and Shibboleth [68] target business en-
vironments and require a higher level of coordination between participants,
thus, are more suitable for closed application scenarios. We provide more
details in Section 33.3.

29.4 The Weakest Link: The User
After analyzing existing countermeasures and modern attack vectors, we
identify the user as the weakest link. We find that phishing attacks abuse
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Figure 10: Phishing Statistics Since Aug. 2004 in Terms of Active Phishing
Sites (dark grey) and Email Phishing Campaigns (pale grey), src: Anti-
Phishing Working Group (APWG) Reports [140]

the user’s misconception concerning her communication partner in the World
Wide Web. Transferred to the physical world, a phishing attacker would set
up a storefront that looks familiar to many people. In the virtual world of the
World Wide Web, the attacker can succeed much easier for several reasons:
First of all, the user has no personal reference point in terms of location.
Informally speaking, she does not know where she actually is. Most users
are not familiar with domains and URLs, and even if they were, they could
still be misled by exploiting weaknesses in the Domain Name System (DNS
spoofing, pharming). The international domain name (IDN) homograph at-
tack [50] even deceived skilled security experts.

Second, users learned to assess a person’s trustworthiness. While this
assessment can be manipulated, there is hardly any natural feeling of trust-
worthiness with respect to programs and machines nor do reliable indicators
help. Existing approaches focus on proving an email’s (e.g. DKIM [35],
SenderID [97]) or a website’s (e.g. https) trustworthiness but not the oppo-
site, i.e. in an attack scenario, they do not provide any helpful hint. Teaching
users to check SSL indicators inspired phishing attackers to spoof those in-
dicators or obtain valid certificates for similar domains, e.g. gooogle.com.
Such indicators are missing on most mobile devices due to the limited screen
size [109]. The opposite approach – warning users instead of indicating trust-
worthiness – made users being annoyed and ignore such warnings [44], be-
cause users want to make things happen and not think about security, so
they do whatever is asked for in even unusual emails [40]. Attackers increase
their chances by threatening their victims, for example, announcing bad con-
sequences like blocking an email account or disabling the credit card. This
strategy prevents that users contemplate on the message’s reliability.
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Third, automation allows large-scale attacks making the efforts worth-
while. The intention to classify phishing attempts led to an arms race mean-
ing that attacks evolve and require new features to detect phishing [48].

To sum up, we conclude that the user must not play a decisive role in
phishing protection nor can the user behavior be supposed to change. An
algorithmic approach is needed to rule out phishing attacks.

30 PhishSafe
In this section, we describe the idea of our authentication scheme, named
PhishSafe, that avoids the drawbacks identified in Sec. 29. Section 31 gives
details of the implementation.

30.1 Design Goals
Following the lessons learned from previous approaches and current phishing
techniques (see Sec. 29), we phrase the following design goals for PhishSafe:
It

• sidesteps the arms race between phishers and the anti-phishing com-
munity,

• reduces reliance on the user,

• avoids dependence on the browser’s interface,

• waives the need for additional devices and the installation of protective
tools, and

• withstands the attackers defined in Section 29.2.

Our design goals are in parts inspired by Parno et al. [111] (see Section 33).
In the remainder of this section, we motivate our design goals in more detail.

Sidestep the arms race between phishers and the anti-phishing
community It is important to quit the arms race with financially motivated
phishers that are always one step ahead. The anti-phishing community can
only react on new phishing techniques while phishers update their features
again.

Reduce reliance on the user We showed in Section 29.4 that the user
is the weakest link in phishing scenarios. Hence, a reliable countermeasure
must not rely on the user. Instead, it must tolerate that the user can be
tricked and gives away all credentials she knows.
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Avoid dependence on the browser’s interface Approaches relying on
the browser’s interface either require the installation of additional software
(e.g., toolbars or extension, thus, excluding users of not supported browsers
or platforms) or can be spoofed using JavaScript or a favicon (e.g., simulating
an SSL lock symbol). The interface is even hidden on mobile devices due to
the limited screen size.

Waive the need for additional devices and the installation of
protective tools The need for second devices makes processes more complex
and requires considerable changes of the used logon procedure. Those devices
must be always at hand, secure, and have a direct connection to the browser
to transfer control. Obtaining passcodes from a second device is not an
option because these can be phished and exploited.

The usage of protective software is always limited to risk-aware users
utilizing a supported platform.

Withstand the attackers defined in Section 29.2 We modeled the
attackers according to realistic assumptions. So, a reliable approach must
provide protection against their attacks.

30.2 High-Level Overview
The main idea of PhishSafe is to release the user from responsibility: she
neither needs to perform special actions nor check security indicators nor
keep a secret other than her password. Instead, she will use a second factor
she does not know and, thus, can not disclose to a phisher. This factor
is stored in her browser and attached to logins towards the genuine web
application. The web application prohibits logins without proper second
factor authentication. An attacker luring his victim on a phishing site can
obtain her password but not the second factor credential. However, the
password alone is not enough to login. The second factor is established
during account setup and, if necessary, restored after visiting a URL sent by
email.

30.3 Detailed Authentication Process
As emphasized above, the authentication scheme implements two-factor au-
thentication without the user knowing about it. In order to apply our au-
thentication scheme, the website stores a secret token in the persistent web
storage of the user’s browser (see Sec. 30.4 for details). The user does not
have to be aware of this token nor does she have to care. The important
point is that this token is subject to the same-origin policy (SOP) [159] and
not accessible to web applications on foreign domains.
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When the user accesses the login page, a challenge string is invisibly in-
cluded in the HTML form beside the username and password input fields.
The page also embeds JavaScript code that computes the second factor cre-
dential from the challenge and the secret browser token using an HMAC
function [79]. The second factor is then appended to the HTML form and
transmitted to the web application together with the username and password.
The web application verifies the second factor by performing the same com-
putation that happened in the browser. It denies access to the user account
if the verification fails.

A phisher could lure the user into visiting his prepared page. Given that
the user does not detect the attack, she enters her username and password
and sends them to the attacker’s site. Then, the attacker tries to log into
the user’s account exploiting the phished credentials. The web application,
however, denies access because the necessary browser token is not available
to compute the valid second factor.

There are scenarios where a browser is not only used by one user but at
least two where both have an account on the same web application respec-
tively, e.g., a family sharing one laptop (and OS account) or tablet PC. In
this case, they would share the same browser token. This is also true for
guests accessing the web application via this browser just once. We prevent
such unintended sharing of the browser token by assigning it to the respec-
tive user account in the browser’s storage, i.e., the second factor can only be
computed if a browser token associated with the given username is found.

30.4 Browser Enrollment
The idea how PhishSafe proceeds has been described above. What remains
is PhishSafe’s bootstrapping, i.e., the process that establishes the token in
the user’s browser. There are two options when the token is stored: during
account setup or, afterwards, whenever the user logs in from a previously
unknown browser.

The web application can set a token during the registration process unless
the user opts out, e.g., because she uses a friend’s device. After the user
chooses username and password, the token is stored in the browser’s web
storage.

30.4.1 Restoring the Browser Token

We assume that account information includes the user’s email address and
leverage this as a second channel for token installation. Given that the user
uses more than one device to access the web application, changes her browser,
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Figure 11: Authentication Token Logic

reinstalls her operating system or firmware, or just deletes the browser’s web
storage for privacy reasons, she needs an opportunity to restore her browser
token. The password alone is insufficient because the attacker can learn it
and so use it to equip his browser with a valid token.

Usual second authentication tokens are not sufficient, either. Examples
for this class are apps or devices that issue two-step verification numbers,
e.g. Google Authenticator [51] and RSA SecurID [45], as well as one-time
passcodes sent to the cell phone or by email. A phishing attacker could lure
the victim on his page and at the same time request the original login page.
When the victim provides her password, he forwards it and is prompted with
an input field for the second authentication step. Then, he leads his victim
to believe that her browser token needs to be reset and requests the same
authentication credential that he is supposed to enter. Finally, he only needs
to forward the user’s second factor credential to finally own the password
and the browser token. Note that this attack even works with passcodes sent
to the user’s cell phone because the application indeed sends such a code to
the user (upon the attacker’s request). We believe that receiving the code
makes the actual phishing attack even more credible. The attacker acts as a
man in the middle.

Our authentication scheme uses complete URLs that must be clicked (or
copied and pasted to the browser) by the user. When the user enters her
username and password on the login page but no respective browser token
is found, the web application sends a confirmation email to her account.
The email contains a unique URL that must be accessed within the same
session context as the login request. In the attack scenario described above,
the attacker’s login attempt triggers the email confirmation. However, if the
user clicks on the provided link, she accesses the real web application but not
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the phishing page. At that point, the attack becomes detectable for the web
application because the session context does not match. The attacker never
obtains the necessary input to obtain a valid browser token.

30.4.2 One-Time Account Access

Finally, the user might use a public computer to access the web application.
So, a persistent credential in the browser’s web storage is not appropriate.
For this reason, PhishSafe also provides one-time access. The only difference
to the above described browser token reset is that no token is stored. After
the user enters her username and password and no browser token for this
username is found, she is asked if she is using a public computer or if she
trusts all users of this computer and uses it regularly. In both cases, the web
application sends an email with a unique URL. However, if the user requests
the URL from a public computer, no browser token is set and access to the
account is granted only once. The token handling logic is given in Fig. 11.

30.5 Protection against the XSS Attacker
The authentication process described above perfectly protects against the
phishing attacker (see Sec. 29.2). The XSS attacker, however, could inject
JavaScript code that is executed within the same domain context as the web
application. This allows him to read the browser’s web storage and obtain the
secret browser token. For this reason, we move the token and all related com-
putations to a secure subdomain. Given that the actual web application runs
on www.example.com, a subdomain, e.g., auth.example.com, is responsible
to handle and store the secure browser token. This subdomain only contains
static JavaScript dedicated to this task and nothing else. Based on this, we
consider well audited and XSS-free code to be feasible. An HTML document
served from the subdomain and embedded into the main web application
as an invisible iframe contains the JavaScript code. This way, we leverage
the guarantees provided by the same-origin policy [159] and the postMessage
API [147] to prohibit access by the XSS attacker to the browser token while
enabling controlled interaction between the web application and the secure
subdomain.

Hence, the challenge appended to the login form is submitted to the se-
cure subdomain via JavaScript and the postMessage API. The code of the
subdomain computes the HMAC of the challenge using the browser token.
The HMAC is then sent back to the original document and attached to the
subsequent login request (see Fig. 12). Please note that all this communica-
tion happens within the browser.
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31 Implementation
The implementation of our proposed authentication scheme comprises three
interacting components: the TokenManager handles the browser token in the
secure subdomain, the Authenticator assembles necessary input for the login,
and the server-side AccountManager fits into legacy or new web applications
in order to handle browser challenges and responses.

31.1 Client-side Components
We first describe the client-side components, the TokenManager that is loaded
in the iframe from the secure subdomain and the Authenticator that deliv-
ers the web application’s challenge to the TokenManager and appends the
retrieved response to the HTML login form.

31.1.1 The TokenManager

The TokenManager implements the necessary functions to fetch the browser
token, compute the HMAC of the token and the web application’s challenge,
and return an error message if no token is found. It runs in the domain
context of a secure subdomain. We use the CryptoJS11 library as an imple-
mentation of the cryptographic functions.

The TokenManager uses the browser’s localStorage part of the web
storage [61]. Web storage is supported by all major browsers on mobile
and desktop platforms which makes our authentication scheme platform and
browser independent. The localStorage is persistent, i.e., it is not cleared on
a regular basis as the sessionStorage is. The storage is limited in size per
origin between 5 and 25 Mbytes depending on the browser which, however,
is far more than necessary for our purposes. Web storage is meant for pairs
of identifiers and values where both must be strings. More complex data
structures can be stored as JSON objects [36] that are easily converted to
string and back. The TokenManager uses JSON to store the username and
the associated browser token.

The communication interface of the TokenManager is restricted to a func-
tion that expects a challenge and a username as input and provides an HMAC
as the output (see Fig. 12). The Authenticator’s direct access to the subdo-
main’s localStorage is prohibited by the same-origin policy [159]. So, the Au-
thenticator needs to use the JavaScript postMessage API [147] that enables
two web documents in a browser to communicate across origin boundaries
in a secure manner. A postMessage(msg, target) call expects a message

11http://code.google.com/p/crypto-js/
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string and the target origin as parameters. The receiving document needs to
register an event handler to receive a message. The triggered event comes
with additional metadata provided by the browser, e.g., the origin of the
sender. This allows the receiver,i.e., the TokenManager, to carefully check
the sender’s authenticity.

Figure 12: Domain-Isolated Token Storage

31.1.2 The Authenticator

The HTML login form contains two additional hidden fields for PhishSafe:
AuthChallenge and AuthResponse. The first contains the web application’s
challenge, the second is initially blank. The Authenticator reads the challenge
and the user’s username from the input field. It passes both arguments to the
TokenManager and reads back the answer. The answer either contains the
computed HMAC or an error. In the success case, the Authenticator rewrites
the login form’s AuthResponse field to append the response. It prompts the
user if the TokenManager reported that no browser token was found (see
Fig. 13).

31.2 Server-side Component
The server-side part of PhishSafe consists of a single component, the Ac-
countManager.
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Figure 13: User Prompt If No Browser Token Is Found

31.2.1 The AccountManager

The AccountManager implements the server-side part of our authentication
scheme. We equipped WordPress with the AccountManager as a plugin. The
integration required only reasonable efforts and no changes of the application
code due to the modular architecture of WordPress together with the hooking
feature. We consider the integration into modular or new web applications as
an easy task while necessary efforts might be bigger for non-modular legacy
applications.

The AccountManager issues the user’s browser token and adds the in-
visible iframe and the Authenticator to the web application’s login page. It
generates a new challenge for every user login, adds the AuthChallenge and
AuthResponse fields to the HTML login form, and checks incoming login
requests for valid responses.

The XSS attacker could inject a payload that reads the user’s username,
password, and the returned HMAC for authentication. Having all this infor-
mation, he can log into the web application without a valid browser token.
For this reason, the AccountManager sets a cookie in the user’s browser.
This cookie has a random value that is saved by the AccountManager to-
gether with the user’s current challenge. Only login requests that carry this
cookie and the valid response are processed. The cookie has the HttpOnly
and the Secure flags set to prevent it from being read by the attacker’s
payload or during plain http transport.
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31.2.2 Security Configuration

Though it is not part of our attacker model, we leverage two more mod-
ern security features to shelter from SSL stripping [93] and pharming [143]
attacks. A man-in-the-middle attacker performing an SSL stripping attack
could prevent the user’s browser from using https and then read transmit-
ted information or even inject code into the document loaded in the invisible
iframe. A pharming attacker could serve own code on behalf of the abused
web application and so bypass the same-origin policy. Both attackers could
hijack the secure browser token.

To overcome these attacks, the AccountManager adds HTTP Strict Trans-
port Security (HSTS) [64] and Public Key Pinning (PKP) [46] policy headers
to the web application’s HTTP responses. HSTS makes sure that the browser
only contacts the website using https. There is an inherent bootstrapping
problem before the first request, i.e., the website must ensure that the browser
eventually receives the HSTS header. Google Chromium and Mozilla Firefox
overcome this problem using a static list of pre-defined domains12. The PKP
policy prevents that a pharming attacker presents his own certificate. After
receiving the policy header, the browser only accepts SSL certificates with
the pinned public key.

32 Evaluation
We evaluate the security properties of our authentication scheme and validate
our design goals from Section 30.1.

32.1 Security Evaluation
We first explain how far PhishSafe protects users against the attackers defined
in Section 29.2. Then, we give details of further security properties, and
finally, we identify open issues of the proposed scheme.

32.1.1 The Phishing Attacker

The phishing attacker counterfeits the design of a web application in scope
and lures victims. The latter can be done either by email or by links and ads
on other websites. In any case, our proposed authentication scheme does not
prevent a victim from accessing the phishing page. However, the information
the phisher can obtain is not sufficient to abuse the user’s account because

12http://www.chromium.org/sts
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the web application denies access if no valid response is appended to the
login request.

32.1.2 The XSS Attacker

The XSS attacker differs from the phishing attacker in his ability to execute
JavaScript code on vulnerable domains. For instance, the XSS attacker could
perform a reflected XSS attack by sending a specially crafted link via email
or IM. The injected payload can read the username, password, the current
challenge for login and the respective response if a browser token is stored
in the browser. However, we assumed that the attacker can not break cryp-
tography, thus, he can not compute the browser token from the challenge
and the response. The captured data is still insufficient because it lacks the
related cookie which is inaccessible to JavaScript. Finally, we consider the
task to develop invulnerable static code for the secure subdomain feasible
such that there is no attack vector for the XSS attacker.

32.1.3 Further Security Advantages

The proposed authentication approach comes with additional security fea-
tures.

First of all, though running purely in the browser, the scheme thwarts
email-based phishing attempts. Phishers try to evade browser-based protec-
tion by asking the victims to reply to their phishing emails and give creden-
tials in the email. The obtained username and password, however, do not
give an attacker access to the user’s web account. We consider phishing for
the browser token to be infeasible as it requires major efforts and advanced
knowledge of a user to read the token from the browser’s web storage.

Phishing attacks rely on unprepared users that disclose credentials. This
general observation holds true for any kind of credentials a user may know.
So, second authentication factors that must be entered by the user in a web
form are inherently susceptible to phishing attacks, too. Examples include
one-time passcodes sent to the user’s cellphone or generated by apps. Our
approach utilizes complete URLs to overcome second factor phishing. A user
clicking on a link not only proves access and knowledge but is also directed
to the right web application.

32.1.4 Open Issues

Next, we emphasize on potential attacks on our authentication scheme.
Our approach relies on the security of the user’s email account. The

attacker can request and read the confirmation URL sent to the user if he
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has access to the email account and the user’s credentials to the target web
application. We are here in line with today’s best practices for password reset
as virtually all web applications offer email-based processes at least if no cell
phone number is given or the attacker pretends the cell phone is stolen.

An email account can not be protected if the confirmation URL is sent
to the same address. There are two options to make sure that the user can
always access the confirmation URL: First, the user can provide an alter-
native email account where the confirmation URL is sent to. Second, the
email provider can offer application-specific passwords13. These passwords
are chosen by the provider and not remembered by the user. Instead, they are
stored by client applications to obtain access to the user’s account. Given an
application-specific password and an email client on a PC or mobile device,
access to the confirmation URL is assured.

An attacker can try to acquire the confirmation URL sent to the user by
making the user enter it into a prepared input field on the phishing site. The
easiest way to avoid this is to make the user click on the link. Moreover, a
highlighted warning in the email reduces the attacker’s chances.

A window of vulnerability towards a pharming attacker remains before
the first PKP header is received by the user’s browser (see Section 31.2.1). As
long as the browser did not pin the server’s public key, a pharming attacker
can present a spoofed certificate and submit malicious content. In the future,
a similar pre-defined list of certificates might be implemented as it happened
for HSTS.

Finally, though completely out of scope of our authentication scheme,
fully fledged spyware can read and transmit the browser token. Less elabo-
rate keyloggers, however, are ineffective because the browser token is never
entered via the keyboard.

32.2 Validation of Design Goals
In this section, we evaluate the compliance of PhishSafe with the design goals
given in Section 30.1.

Sidestep the arms race between phishers and the anti-phishing
blacklist community: Our approach does not exploit features of phishing
sites or emails for classification. So, there is no motivation for actions and
reactions. In fact, we do not consider phishing activities at all but only hide
some piece of information from phishers. We argued in the section above
that phishers can hardly learn the browser token.

Reduce reliance on the user: The security of the approach barely
13https://support.google.com/accounts/answer/185833
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relies on the user. She neither needs to enter her credentials only when
a dedicated indicator is shown, nor does she need to remember additional
credentials. In fact, the only change compared to her used workflow is the
decision if a computer is trusted or not and the click on the confirmation
link. The actual login procedure does not change at all on regularly used
browsers.

Avoid dependence on the browser’s interface: PhishSafe does not
depend on the browser’s interface, nor does it change the browser’s appear-
ance. This feature not only avoids confusing the user but is one important
aspect of cross-platform applicability (see below).

Waive the need for additional devices and the installation of
protective tools PhishSafe only needs an off-the-shelf browser and neither
relies on extensions, nor toolbars, nor third-party plug-ins, like Flash or
Silverlight. A second device is also not necessary.

Withstand the attackers defined in Section 29.2 We showed in
Section 32.1 that PhishSafe resists attacks by the phishing attacker and the
XSS attacker.

Further points: PhishSafe runs on mobile as well as desktop browsers
because all modern browsers support the WebStorage and postMessage APIs.
It does not rely on visual indicators which makes it applicable on mobile
devices with limited screen size.

PhishSafe can easily complement other approaches. If the browser main-
tains a blacklist of phishing sites, it can prevent that the user reveals her
credentials. Approaches leveraging a secure password entry field to some de-
gree also work together with PhishSafe even though details need to be sorted
out.

33 Related Work
There is a long history of approaches to overcome phishing attacks. We clas-
sify the existing body of work into three categories: approaches that augment
the visible user interface with trust indicators (Sec. 33.1), approaches leverag-
ing sophisticated authentication protocols to prevent that the real password
is sent to the attacker (Sec. 33.2), single sign-on protocols (Sec. 33.3), and ap-
proaches aiming to distinguish between reliable and phishing sites (Sec. 33.4).

33.1 Augmenting the User Interface
A number of approaches tries to protect the user from phishing attempts
using individual authenticity features. The overall goal is to ensure that
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the user enters her password only if a pre-shared symbol indicates trust-
worthiness. Basic approaches just embed personalized images in the login
page [125,142].

Other approaches require the installation of client-side extensions to tune
the browser’s user interface. They display custom names, logos, and the
certification authority (CA) of the visited website [60], open personalized
windows including user-defined pictures [38], combine images with custom
names of websites [155], or use colored frames to indicate the website’s trust
level [152,154].

This class of approaches burdens the user with challenging tasks, includ-
ing

• remembering a visual authenticity feature [60,125,142,155],

• tolerating adverse impacts on usability and browsing experience [152],

• passing complex setup processes, for instance, choosing site labels,
master passwords, appropriate protection service providers, and finally
start the protection feature by hand [155],

• manually maintaining a list of supporting sites and compare two dis-
played pictures to authenticate the server before login [38], and

• install a dedicated browser [154].

Finally, these approaches are not portable and require support by the
server and the client, thus being subject to a chicken-and-egg problem.

33.2 Sophisticated Authentication Protocols
The second class of phishing mitigation approaches applies changes to the
common username and password based authentication. The main goal is to
not submit the password in plaintext to an unauthenticated remote server but
mutually authenticate client and server [52,131,141], utilize a zero-knowledge
protocol to avoid transmitting confidential information [77], check for user-
specific knowledge that changes over time [108], use trusted second devices
to establish an authenticated session [111], generate site-specific passwords
from a seed [122], or use bookmarks as a secure entry point [14].

The implementation of non-standard authentication protocols by design
requires effort on both communication parties for support. The user ei-
ther needs to store and maintain a particular bookmark for every protected
website [14], remember to activate protection before entering her creden-
tials [122], install a plugin [141] or a browser toolbar and regularly verify
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that it is not spoofed [131], use a dedicated browser [77] or a second de-
vice that must be trustworthy but also able to establish a direct connection
with the browser [111], or remember every past action with respect to this
account [108], while some approaches are not implemented or practically
evaluated [52].

33.3 Single Sign-On
A set of so-called single sign-on protocols aims at releasing the user from
maintaining one unique password for each web account respectively, among
them OpenID [117], Mozilla Persona [100] (aka BrowserID), SAML [83], and
Shibboleth [68]. They allow a user to login once with a single authority in
order to access several accounts at different providers.

The distributed authorization protocol OAuth [110] is used in some cases
to log into third party web applications, too. A previous login with the
provider, usually a social network, is required.

These protocols decrease credential management overhead caused by the
trend of an increasing number of web accounts. Nevertheless, the user must
log in once in order to apply such a protocol. In this respect, PhishSafe
complements those approaches to secure the one remaining login.

33.4 Detecting Phishing Sites
This class of approaches tries to identify phishing sites in order to warn
the user and prevent information leakage. There are three main vectors for
site classification: First, approaches use web crawlers to check websites for
phishing features [48, 148, 153]. These approaches utilize machine learning
algorithms to update their classification criteria. They generate blacklists of
suspicious domains. Browsers can download those blacklists and warn the
user whenever she accesses a listed site. The delay between the setup of
a phishing site and the time it is listed in the browsers grants phishers a
temporal advance.

Approaches of the second vector attempt to classify visited websites in
real time [32, 74, 96, 118, 121]. These approaches do not suffer the time de-
lay the blacklisting approaches have. However, they create an overhead for
examination for every page access.

Finally, some approaches feed suspicious websites with bogus credentials
and observe the reaction on those spoofed login requests [29, 130, 156]. The
point is that phishing sites supposedly accept all combinations of username
and password or always answer with an error message.
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All described vectors for classification of phishing sites are part of an
arms race with phishers. The approaches rely on features that can be easily
changed by phishers to circumvent classification. In a next step, the classifi-
cation criteria can be adjusted and so on. Moreover, classification is always
prone to mistakes, i.e., genuine websites may be classified as phishing at-
tempts while phishing sites are treated as genuine. Nevertheless, phishing
detection approaches can serve as a first line of defense and complement
PhishSafe to prevent leakage of username and password.

34 Conclusion
In the course of this paper, we analyzed the root causes for the continuing
prevalence of phishing attempts and classified existing solutions into three
main categories: incomplete countermeasures prone to false positives and
false negatives, countermeasures cumbersome for the user compared to com-
mon logon processes, and countermeasures relying on browser extensions or
toolbars, thus, expecting risk-awareness by the user and excluding users of
not supported browsers and platforms.

Then, we identified the user as the weakest link when it comes to phishing
protection. She can neither be expected to apply cumbersome countermea-
sures, nor install protective tools, nor take care of security indicators. We
presented PhishSafe, a reliable approach to overcome phishing attacks, that
runs in browsers out of the box and barely changes known logon processes.
The user must only decide if she uses her private browser or not. This way,
PhishSafe implements a two-factor authentication scheme where the second
factor is only accessible to the genuine web application but not to the phisher
nor to the user. Without knowing the second factor, the user cannot disclose
the necessary information for account access to an attacker.

PhishSafe can be easily deployed by web application providers and is not
susceptible to the chicken-and-egg problem. Moreover, it complements SSO
protocols and anti-phishing blacklists.
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